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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in dependency rep-
resentations of syntactic structure in the natural language processing
field. There are many types of dependency representations, but the one
that has gained most recognition lately is probably the Universal De-
pendencies (UD) framework (Nivre, 2015; Nivre et al., 2016). Its goal
is consistent syntactic annotation across languages. In order to achieve
that goal one can convert existing dependency treebanks to match the
UD format. So far 76 languages have a UD treebank available (as of
November 15, 2018), including the Norwegian UD treebank (Øvrelid &
Hohle, 2016). Because of the growing interest in dependency grammar,
efforts have been made to extend the format with so-called enhanced
dependencies that contribute to a more linguistically accurate repre-
sentation.

The deep linguistic framework of Lexical Functional Grammar
(LFG) (Falk, 2011) provides a more detailed analysis that captures even
very complex language phenomena and is more grounded in linguistic
theory. It is assumed to contain a richer linguistic analysis and com-
bines the level of linguistic detail and complexity required by linguists,
while at the same time providing computational linguists with a de-
scriptive formalism that is mathematically well-defined. UD on the
other hand offers a simple, but more limited representation, which is
easier to use and interpret by a non-linguist.

By combining LFG’s detailed analysis with basic UD format one
can potentially obtain an enhanced version of UD. Several projects
have taken up the conversion from LFG to dependency representations
(Cetinoglu et al., 2010; Øvrelid et al., 2009) and also specifically to
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UD (Meurer, 2017), but not many have tried to convert to enhanced
UD, with the notable exception of the very recent work of Patejuk and
Przepiórkowski (2018). As of now, there exists no enhanced UD tree-
bank for Norwegian. This thesis is thus a step towards creating an
enhanced UD representation for Norwegian by developing a method to
extract syntactic representations from a Norwegian LFG treebank, Nor-
GramBank (Dyvik et al., 2016), and combine it with existing basic UD
analyses found in Norwegian UD treebank.

1.1 Goal

The aim of this project is to convert the data from the LFG represen-
tations to bilexical dependencies and enhance the Norwegian UD tree-
bank according to the enhanced UD annotation guidelines.

Before embarking on this task, it is natural to formulate research
questions that address some of the larger questions that motivate this
work. We need to find answers to those questions, as well as set goals
that need to be accomplished gradually. The two questions we need to
ask ourselves are:

1. In what ways are LFG and enhanced UD linguistically related?

If we are to obtain enhanced UD by combining LFG and basic UD, we
need to know how each of them interpret the same phenomena and
where to find the missing pieces of information for basic UD. This will
also help us design our conversion and enhancement procedures, since
we will have an indication of what we can expect.

2. How can we apply the enhanced UD framework to Norwegian?

The UD project aims to provide a universal standard for all languages,
but languages vary a lot and have different properties. Therefore, we
have to determine which enhanced phenomena are present in Norwe-
gian, how they act and what needs to be done to identify and analyze
them.

Apart from these two foundational research questions, we also de-
fined three goals that are essential for this project:

1. Conversion procedure from LFG to bilexical dependencies
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LFG and dependency grammar have significant structural differences.
Therefore, we choose to convert the LFG analyses into bilexical depen-
dency format first, so that we can work with LFG-based and UD-based
data in parallel. This first step is connected to the next one:

2. Framework for graph combination and rewriting

To be able to convert the NorGramBank data to a UD-friendly format
and later combine it with the data from Norwegian UD, we need a
framework that allows us to represent the data as graphs and flexibly
combine and rewrite multiple graphs. The graph representation also
helps one control the status of ongoing conversion and enhancement
procedures and immediately spot errors.

3. Feedback confluence

When reviewing the results of enhancing the basic UD graphs it is only
natural to contrast them against some other data, e.g. gold standard
data when possible. In this project we compare the results of two differ-
ent approaches to enhancing basic UD: one based on a combination of
LFG and basic UD and one based on basic UD alone. This also gives us
an opportunity to semi-automatically perform quality control and detect
annotation errors in both NorGramBank and Norwegian UD.

Because this is a pilot project, we did not attempt to obtain a full en-
hanced UD representation, but rather chose one frequent phenomenon,
control relations.

1.2 Thesis outline

Chapter 2: Linguistic background on different types of syntac-
tic representation This chapter introduces everything we need to
know about LFG and dependency grammar to carry out our task. We
focus particularly on the UD format.

Chapter 3: Norwegian treebanks and conversion across frame-
works In this chapter we review the existing treebanks for Norwe-
gian, as well as earlier attempts to convert from LFG to dependencies,
including to UD specifically. We also point out the differences and simi-
larities between the conversion approaches.
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Chapter 4: Conversion from NorGramBank to dependency
graphs This chapter describes our conversion procedure from the
LFG format to bilexical dependencies. We present the data format, de-
scribe the conversion procedure step-by-step and illustrate the progress
with graphs. We also take up the challenges we faced when applying
the conversion procedure, as well as point out the consequences of our
implementation choices.

Chapter 5: Empirical comparison of LFG-based dependency
graphs and enhanced UD graphs In this chapter we contrast a se-
lection of the newly generated LFG-based dependency graphs with the
corresponding gold standard enhanced UD graphs. We group the ex-
amples by the phenomenon they represent and discuss the differences
and similarities between the graphs. Additionally, we explain why the
LFG-based graphs usually contain multi-word nodes, in contrast to UD,
which only allows one token per node.

Chapter 6: Combining LFGdep and basic UD In this chapter we
present the data format of Norwegian UD and then the enhancement
strategy, which consists of two parts. The first part is pre-processing
of the LFG-based dependency graph (LFGdep), where we take up prob-
lems such as splitting multi-word nodes and dealing with unaligned or
missing tokens and sentences with no match in the other treebank. The
second part is defining two sets of rewrite rules for the chosen enhanced
phenomenon, control relations; the first conditioning on LFGdep and
the second conditioning on basic UD.

Chapter 7: Evaluation This chapter presents the obtained results
split into two types of evaluation: quantitative and qualitative. We dis-
cuss annotation and implementation errors and compare the suitability
of the two data sources for the task of enhancing the basic UD represen-
tation.

Chapter 8: Conclusion In this chapter we present our conclusion
and discuss future work that can be done based on this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Linguistic background on
different types of syntactic
representation

In this chapter we provide essential linguistic background for the
project. We review two quite different approaches to the representa-
tion of grammatical structure (syntax), namely dependency grammar
and its variations, and Lexical-Functional Grammar.

2.1 Dependency grammar

Despite being far from a recent grammar theory, dependency grammar
had to wait its turn in the digital world. The article by Nivre (2005)
outlines the basic concepts found in current, practically-oriented depen-
dency grammar as well as how to parse with dependency representa-
tions. We will only focus on the former of the two, i.e. aspects of repre-
sentation, but not of parsing.

The tradition of modern dependency grammar originates from the
work of Tesnière (1959). It is based on the assumption that the syn-
tactic structure consists of words (or lexical units in general) that are
connected by binary relations called dependencies. Each such relation
consists of a head and a dependent and, thus, it is not symmetrical. The
most striking difference between dependency structure and constituent
structure is that the former lacks phrasal nodes.

There are several criteria for establishing dependency relations and
they are a matter of discussion between different authors. Some authors
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disagree about what types the dependency relations should be divided
into. Mel’čuk (1988) for example distinguishes between morphological,
syntactic and semantic dependencies, while Nikula (1986) divides the
constructions into endocentric and exocentric ones, endocentric being
the head-modifier relations and exocentric being the head-complement
relations. One should also mention valency when discussing the rela-
tion between the head and its dependents. Valency is usually defined
in terms of the number and type of arguments required by a predicate,
which is directly connected to head-dependent relations.

It is important to mention that some constructions do not have a
clear analysis in the dependency grammar tradition, which leads to dif-
ferent interpretations by different authors. An example of this is the
treatment of function words (articles, auxiliary verbs and so on). There
is no agreement regarding whether the concept of dependency alone is
sufficient for syntactic analysis. Tesnière himself never claims that it
is. His notion of transfer allows a word to change the syntactic category
of another word, while some theories allow for dependencies to hold be-
tween phrases as well.

Another way in which variants of dependency grammar differ is
having either a single syntactic representation (so-called mono-stratal
frameworks) or multiple layers of representation (multi-stratal frame-
works). Most of the dependency grammar theories are multi-stratal
if we take the semantic layer into account. Some, like those of Sgall
et al. (1986) and Mel’čuk (1988), use several layers of syntactic repre-
sentation, while Tesnière uses a single layer called stemma. There is
also disagreement regarding what can constitute a node in dependency
grammar. Usually it is understood as a single word, not a phrase, al-
though some theories allow for more abstract units, such as lemmas and
lexemes.

What is more, one has to consider how to label the dependency arcs
between the nodes. There are two main strategies: either with func-
tional categories or semantic role types. It is quite common for multi-
stratal theories to combine both approaches, but it is possible to use
unlabeled dependency structures as well.

One way of formally defining dependency grammars is as a labeled
directed graph, where the arcs bear labels with grammatical functions
and the nodes are lexical units. The graph commonly is required to
be connected, which means that every node must have a link to one
or more other nodes. One can then further restrict the graph with for
example acyclicity and single-headedness constraints, which gives us
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the possibility of representing our structure as a rooted tree, meaning
a single node with in-degree zero as the root and all the other nodes
being reachable from the root node via a unique, directed path. These
assumptions are common in quite many theories.

Out of all the issues discussed above there is one that seems to at-
tract the most attention: choosing one’s approach to the dependency
structure and word order. The most popular approach has its origin in
Tesnière’s work. Tesnière distinguishes between structural order and
linear order (i.e. the order in which the words are written in a sen-
tence). Structural syntax is then the layer that joins the two. However,
in some theories both layers are ordered linearly. This issue is connected
to the constraint of projectivity, which demands that for all nodes a, b,
and c and arc b → c, a can only occur linearly between the nodes b
and c, if b dominates a. Traditionally much work in dependency gram-
mar assumes projectivity, but it is important to open for non-projective
dependency grammars, which are very useful in case of long-distance
dependencies and languages with a more flexible word order in general.

It is not only the way we represent the dependency grammar that
differs in various theories, but also the way in which one proceeds with
the linguistic analysis. The first of the problems is choosing a head in
the dependency relation. One often makes a distinction between syn-
tactic and semantic heads, or relatedly between functional and content
heads. Different theories choose a different approach to this matter,
since under many formulations of dependency grammar there is only
one head allowed for each dependency relation.

The second problem is closely related to the first one and involves the
analysis of coordination, which can potentially contain several heads.
Coordination consists of conjuncts, which are equally important in the
sentence, and they cannot be all treated as heads, since it violates the
principle of binary head-dependent relations. One has to either choose
one of the conjuncts to be the head or allow for not only single words, but
also phrases to be the nodes in the dependency structure. This, however,
violates one of the principal rules of the dependency grammar. A more
detailed description of that topic can be found in the paper by Popel et
al. (2013).

Nivre (2005) also suggests some possible advantages of using depen-
dency representations instead of the traditional constituent represen-
tations. These are: dependencies being close to semantic relationships,
which makes further analysis easier, and simplifying automatic parsing
(the parser does not have to analyse a whole phrase to parse a single
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node as it is one node per word and no phrasal nodes). This also makes
parsing more efficient and less time-consuming, but at the same time
more constraints means less accurate analysis of some aspects of lan-
guage. Nivre sees the dependency representations as a middle ground
and a good alternative to other representations.

2.1.1 Variations in dependency representations

The Universal Dependency project (UD) is the one we will focus on, but
there are multiple other dependency representations worth mention-
ing. They differ mostly in their choice of head and graph properties of
the dependency structure, which makes them incompatible with each
other. We can also observe that these representations tend to take ei-
ther a more syntactic or semantic approach. Nevertheless, all of the
representations that we are going to discuss, based on Ivanova et al.
(2012), represent syntactic structure using bilexical dependencies.

It is considered a norm that a dependency structure is an acyclic,
connected, directed graph with labels and that every word token in the
sentence is represented as a node with no more than one head. In ad-
dition to that there is also a special node called the root node. Exam-
ples of representations following this norm are CD (CoNLL Syntactic
Dependencies; Johansson and Nugues (2007)) and SB (Stanford Ba-
sic Dependencies; De Marneffe and Manning (2008)). However, not all
dependency representations do follow the norm. EP (Enju Predicate-
Argument Structures; Miyao (2006)), CP (CoNLL PropBank Seman-
tics; Surdeanu et al. (2008)) and SD (Stanford Collapsed Dependencies;
De Marneffe and Manning (2008)) represent their data in a different
way. These three dependency formats allow for cycles in their graphs,
waiving the single-headedness constraint, and both CP and SD let some
tokens stay unconnected.

One can also group dependency representations according to their
choice of head. It is either a functional head, where functional elements
like auxiliaries are heads, or a lexical one, where the content words
are heads. Formats favoring functional heads are for example CD and
DT (DELPH-IN Syntactic Derivation Tree; Flickinger (2000)), while for-
mats favoring content words as heads are SB, SD, EP and UD.

Interestingly enough the above-mentioned dependency representa-
tions treat coordination differently. Both SB and SD treat the first con-
junct as the head and the other conjuncts as its dependents, similar to
UD, while CD also treats the first conjunct as the head, but all the fol-
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lowing conjuncts are linked sequentially and as a result have different
heads. DT on the other hand chooses the conjunction itself as the head
for all the conjuncts and DM’s (DELPH-IN Minimal Recursion Seman-
tics; Copestake et al. (2005)) analysis is similar to that of SB and SD,
but the conjunction is functional and does not produce a node.

The choice of root varies among the representations as well. Almost
half of the formats choose the finite verb as root (CD, EP and DT), both
Stanford representations choose the predicative adjective, whereas CP
has no root at all.

According to the study by Ivanova et al. (2012) the dependency rep-
resentations have a rather limited overlap, with 55% at the maximum
(the score being Jaccard similarity index computed over a small sam-
ple of ten different sentences in all formats). This shows that similar
information can take a very different shape across frameworks.

2.1.2 Universal Dependencies

One initiative that we are going to discuss in more detail, based on
Nivre (2015) and Nivre et al. (2016), is Universal Dependencies. It is
inspired by the idea of universal grammar (Chomsky, 2014), which hy-
pothesizes that all languages share some common properties. Most of
the dependency-based representations are either general models that
can be used for multiple languages or language-specific ones that are of
little use when applied to other languages. The problem with the first
type of model is that the analysis is too shallow, since it does not take
into account language-specific characteristics. The second type on the
other hand is problematic, because there is no cross-linguistic standard
for grammatical annotation, which poses a challenge when comparing
structural differences between languages: it is impossible to distinguish
between inconsistent annotation and an actual difference in the struc-
ture of languages when parsing. Not being able to expect a certain form
of the output is a big flaw, because it requires adapting the downstream
applications to each and every language in use, which is expensive and
time-consuming.

The Universal Dependencies project is an attempt to combine the
aforementioned concepts and remedy the problem of inconsistency of
grammatical annotation across languages. It is important to note that
Universal Dependencies is not to be understood as a linguistic theory,
but rather a practical approach towards the problem. It is meant as a
kind of bridge language for grammatical annotation, but not necessarily
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a perfect one, since it does not conserve all the information found in
existing, language-specific treebanks.

The design choices of UD are as follows (Nivre, 2015): the basic
units are syntactic words connected by their syntactic relations. Words
are not further deconstructed into morphemes. Instead, each word is
assigned a morphological description consisting of a lemma, a part-
of-speech tag (based on the Google Universal Part-of-Speech Tagset;
Petrov et al. (2011)) and attribute-value pairs (based on Interset; Zeman
(2008)). The Universal Dependencies relation scheme itself is based on
Universal Stanford Dependencies (De Marneffe et al., 2014). Figure 2.1
illustrates the example sentence (2.1) annotated according to the UD
standard.

(2.1) Regissøren
director-DEF

liker
likes

ikke
not

å
to

se
watch

filmene
movies

sine.
his.

‘The director does not like to watch his movies’

The first row consists of word tokens constituting the sentence. Each
word token is a separate node and they are connected to each other
with directed edges labeled with one of the UD syntactic dependencies.
A node with an outgoing edge is the head for the node being pointed
to. The following rows represent the lemma, part-of-speech tag and an
arbitrary number of morphological features for each node.

The main three rules of annotation, according to Nivre (2015) and
based on Manning’s Law (Nivre, Ginter, Tyers, & Zeman, n.d.), are:

- Don’t annotate the same thing in different ways!

- Don’t make different things look the same!

- Don’t annotate things that are not there!

The annotation scheme is universal for all languages, but at the
same time each language can choose which features to include. It is
also possible to define language-specific subtypes of existing universal
relations.

Since the chosen basic unit in UD is a syntactic word, one sometimes
has to split the orthographic word and assign each part a different part-
of-speech tag and a different syntactic function. Word segmentation is a
complicated task, especially in languages that do not use whitespace to
separate their words. In such cases one needs to apply language-specific
algorithms and document how the segmentation has been executed.
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Regissøren liker ikke å se filmene sine .
regissør like ikke å se film sin $.
NOUN VERB ADV PART VERB NOUN DET PUNCT

Definite=Def Mood=Ind VerbForm=Inf Definite=Def Number=Plur
Gender=Masc Tense=Pres Gender=Masc Poss=Yes
Number=Sing VerbForm=Fin Number=Plur

root

nsubj neg

xcomp

mark dobj nmod

punct

Figure 2.1: The UD representation of the sentence Regissøren liker ikke
å se filmene sine ‘The director does not like to watch his movies’.

As mentioned before, the morphological annotation consists of a
lemma, a part-of-speech tag and attribute-value pairs of features. A
lemma is a dictionary form of a word and is thus language-specific, while
the part-of-speech tags and features are universal for all languages.
There is, however, a major difference between the last two: the set of
features can be extended to accommodate for language-specific needs,
whereas the part-of-speech tags constitute a fixed set. When looking
back at figure 2.1 one can deduce that, for example, regissøren has a
lemma regissør and is a definite, masculine, singular noun.

The syntactic annotation is composed of dependency relations, pri-
marily between content words. The reason for this is that one wants the
structure to be as parallel as possible between languages and content
words tend to vary less than function words. It is also possible to cre-
ate subtypes of the basic universal dependencies in order to make them
language-specific. An example of a dependency relation in figure 2.1 is
nsubj pointing from liker to regissøren, hence we know that regissøren
is the subject of liker.

The classification of syntactic relations in UD is obtained from Uni-
versal Stanford Dependencies. All relations, extracted from Nivre
(2015), are pictured in a table in figure 2.2. As one can see, they are
grouped into three main categories: nominal dependencies, predicate
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dependencies and other dependencies. A distinction is also made be-
tween constructions with predicate head, nominal head, no head and
unspecified head (meaning that the relation can occur with different
types of heads). Function words usually do not have dependents, but
there are a couple of exceptions to this rule. The first exception are
multiword function words that have their own dependency relation in
UD. The second one are coordinated function words that follow the gen-
eral rule for analyzing coordination, where the first element becomes
the head and the others become the dependent. The last case is promo-
tion by head elision, in which the function word gets promoted to the
role of a head, instead of introducing a null node for the elided head.
An example of this is the sentence Bill could not answer, but Ann could,
where the head of the second could is elided and could now takes over
the role of its missing head, which results in a conj relation going di-
rectly from answer to could.

Basic, enhanced and enhanced++ representation

Most of the UD treebanks only offer what is known as basic UD analy-
sis, which in some cases lacks explicit relations between content words,
due to a formal requirement restricting the representation to a tree. The
reason behind creating enhanced UD is thus making those relations ex-
plicit. Our example sentence from figure 2.1 shows the basic UD repre-
sentation, which lacks an enhanced nsubj edge from se to regissøren.
If we did add this edge, regissøren would have two heads: liker and se,
and the structure would no longer be a tree.

So far only a few treebanks, including English, Polish and Swedish,
cover the enhanced UD representations. According to the creators of the
conversion tool from basic UD to enhanced UD for the English UD tree-
bank (Schuster & Manning, 2016), the enhanced representation only
adds extra dependency arcs to the graph or modifies existing arcs by
enriching them with additional information. This is true for many re-
lations, but not all. We will first describe typical relations, where the
enhanced UD representation is a supergraph of the basic one and then
proceed to those, whose enhanced graph does not contain all the ba-
sic relations, but rather transforms some of them and adds new ones.
We will illustrate the concept with example graphs from the UD web-
site (Nivre, Ginter, Pyysalo, & Zeman, n.d.) highlighting enhanced UD
edges in blue and basic UD edges in green.
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Nominal Dep Predicate Dep Other Dep
Predicate head nsubj csubj advmod

nsubjpass csubjpass neg
dobj ccomp mark
iobj xcomp punct
nmod advcl
vocative aux
discourse auxpass
expl cop
dislocated

Nominal head nummod acl amod
appos det
nmod neg

case
No head root
Unspecified head compound conj list

name cc parataxis
mwe punct remnant
goeswith reparandum

foreign
dep

Figure 2.2: The UD syntactic relations.
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Coordination Regarding coordinate structures, in the basic UD
graph only the first conjunct is connected to the governor and the de-
pendents of a conjoined phrase making it the head of the phrase. In
enhanced UD on the other hand, one adds extra arcs from the head of
the first conjunct to all elements of the noun phrase or adjectival phrase,
while in the case of conjoined verbs all the verbs inherit arguments from
the first verb. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 respectively demonstrate the idea. In
figure 2.3 there is an extra nsubj edge from running to Mary, which
makes both Paul and Mary the subjects of running. In figure 2.4 on the
other hand, one can see two extra enhanced edges: nsubj from sells to
store and obj from sells to cameras. Now both buys and sells share the
same subject and object. In some cases the conjuncts will not share all
their relations, depending on the meaning of the sentence; examplewise,
if only Paul was running, the extra enhanced edge would not be present
in figure 2.3. This kind of distinction cannot be made in the basic UD
representation, as the graph would look the same regardless.

Control Another example of a structure represented differently in ba-
sic and enhanced UD is control relations; where the subject of a non-
finite verb (controlee) is ommitted and regarded as identical to the pred-
icate’s subject or object (controller) present in the sentence. The pred-
icate is thus controlling the non-finite verb. The problem in basic UD
is a lack of subject relation between the controller and the controlled
verb. To remedy this, one simply adds the missing arc in the enhanced
UD representation, as shown in figure 2.5: Mary is now explicitly the
subject of both wants and buy.

Enhanced labels Last but not least, to increase locality of informa-
tion one enhances the existing basic UD labels by adding preposition
or case to modifier labels and conjunction to conjunct labels. This is
presented in Figure 2.6, where the obl edge becomes obl:to and the
advcl edge advcl:after.

So far we have only described dependency relations that are fairly
easy to transform from basic to enhanced UD representation as one only
needs to add extra arcs or modify existing ones. But there are also more
complex cases: ellipsis and relative clauses.

Ellipsis A construction contains ellipsis if the sentence omits some
structurally required elements that can be restored back based on con-
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Paul and Mary are running .

nsubj

conj

cc aux punct

nsubj

Figure 2.3: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence Paul and
Mary are running with enhanced edges highlighted in blue.

The store buys and sells cameras .

det

nsubj

nsubj

conj
obj

cc obj

punct

Figure 2.4: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence The store
buys and sells cameras with enhanced edges highlighted in blue.

Mary wants to buy a book .

nsubj

xcomp

punct

mark

nsubj

obj

det

Figure 2.5: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence Mary
wants to buy a book with enhanced edges highlighted in blue.
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He went to the dinner after leaving work .

det

punct

advcl:after

obl:to

case

det mark obj

Figure 2.6: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence He went to
the dinner after leaving work with enhanced edges highlighted in blue.

text. In basic UD extra action is only taken if the element has depen-
dents, in which case one of the dependents is promoted as the head.
Additionally, if the omitted element is a predicate and the promoted one
is its argument or adjunct, the orphan relation is assigned to attach de-
pendents to the head. In figure 2.7 you is the promoted head as a result
of a lacking predicate and it has an orphan relation to its dependent
coffee. When converting sentences containing an elliptical construction
to enhanced UD one has to create a special null node for the omitted
element, e.g. a predicate, and connect it to remaining nodes using the
same relations as one would if the element was present. Also any or-
phan relations are discarded since they are no longer needed. Figures
2.7 and 2.8 show how the representation differs. One can easily see that
the orphan edge has been removed and a new node E5.1 has been in-
troduced, with an nsubj edge going to you and an obj edge going to
coffee, just as it would if the predicate was there. Also the conj and cc
edges are now connected to the E5.1 node instead of you.

Relative clause Last but not least, in basic UD representation one
connects relative pronouns and the main predicate of the relative clause
with an edge that is usually labeled with nsubj or obj, while in en-
hanced UD graphs one needs to add a special ref relation between the
relative pronoun and the element being referred to, as well as move the
relation pointing from the main predicate to the relative pronoun and
instead make it point to the the element being referred to. This last step
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I like tea and you coffee .

nsubj

conj

punct

obj cc orphan

Figure 2.7: The basic UD representation of the sentence I like tea and
you coffee with basic edges highlighted in green.

I like tea and you E5.1 coffee .

nsubj

conj

punct

obj

cc

nsubj obj

Figure 2.8: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence I like tea
and you coffee with enhanced edges highlighted in blue.

will make the graph cyclic. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show the difference: the
nsubj relation no longer holds between the predicate lived and the rel-
ative pronoun who, but between lived and boy instead, creating a cycle,
and an additional ref edge points from boy to who.

Although the order of converting is not strict, the authors of the UD
website recommend to first deal with elliptic constructions, propagation
of conjuncts and control relations, and then the remaining relations.

There exists an even more detailed variant of Universal Dependen-
cies, called enhanced++ UD and put forward by Schuster and Manning
(2016), that acknowledges problematic constructions such as multi-
word prepositions, partitives, conjoined prepositions and prepositional
phrases. We will not consider it in this project, because currently there
exist no consistent guidelines as to how those constructions should be
represented and it is not recognized as part of the UD standard.
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the boy who lived

det

acl:relcl

nsubj

Figure 2.9: The basic UD representation of the clause the boy who lived
with basic edges highlighted in green.

the boy who lived

det

acl:relcl

ref

nsubj

Figure 2.10: The enhanced UD representation of the clause the boy who
lived with enhanced edges highlighted in blue.

2.2 Lexical-Functional Grammar

We are now moving on from simple and pragmatic dependency repre-
sentations to a more complex and linguistically grounded LFG. This sec-
tion shows an approach that is quite different from dependency gram-
mar.

When introducing a linguistic theory such as LFG one has to first
turn to its origins. According to Falk (2011), the theory was developed
in the 1970s by Ronald Kaplan and Joan Bresnan who disagreed with
the assumptions of transformational theory by Noam Chomsky. This re-
sulted in a theory that is, as stated by Bresnan et al. (2015), simple and
well-formulated mathematically. This makes it easy to implement and
the theory is thus employed for instance in natural language processing.

As the name indicates, a lexical theory is a theory, where the lexicon
plays an important role. In contrast to Chomsky’s tradition in syntactic
analysis LFG does not use syntactic rules to create the desired words
when representing a sentence as a syntactic tree. Instead, the lexi-
con is where words are created and we treat them as individual nodes.
LFG follows the Lexical Integrity Principle, which states that “Syntac-
tic rules cannot create words or refer to the internal structures of words,
and each terminal node (or “leaf” of the tree) is a word” (Falk, 2011, p. 4),
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while Chomsky does not adhere to this principle by including inflec-
tional features as nodes and building words with syntactic operations.
LFG is also non-derivational or non-transformational, since it does not
allow for transformations of constituent structure, including movement,
insertion and deletion of constituents.

Another characteristic that makes LFG distinct from transforma-
tional theory is the way it represents grammatical functions; it treats
them as a parallel structure, not as a part of a syntactic tree. Such a
structure is called f-structure, which is short for functional structure.
There are more structures in LFG: c-structure, which stands for con-
stituent structure, a-structure, for argument structure, and so on. We
will explain the f-structure and c-structure in more detail and briefly
mention the remaining structures in corresponding subsections.

2.2.1 f-structure

The functional structure is represented by an attribute-value matrix.
An attribute of an f-structure is either a feature or grammatical func-
tion, whereas a value is a single entity or another f-structure. An exam-
ple of such a structure for the previously introduced sentence Regissøren
liker ikke å se filmene sine is provided in Figure 2.11.

Grammatical functions are the main focus in an f-structure. Since
we are most interested in asserting arguments of predicates, we aim
our attention at argument functions such as subject, object, secondary
object and oblique. Those can be positioned in a relational hierarchy:
SUBJ > OBJ > OBJ2 > OBLθ

There are two more argument functions: possessor (POSS) and com-
plement (COMP), as well as three non-argument functions: adjunct
(ADJ), focus (FOCUS) and topic (TOPIC). The last two are also called
discourse functions, because they relate the whole sentence to the dis-
course.

If one wants to guarantee that sentences one works with are gram-
matical, one needs to place constraints on the f-structure. Falk (2011)
calls those constraints for well-formedness conditions. First of all, one
needs to make sure that the structure is complete, namely that all ar-
gument functions chosen by the head occur in the f-structure. One also
wants the structure to be coherent, that is all the arguments are se-
lected by the head. And last but not least, every attribute can only have
a single, unique value, which means that one cannot, for example, have
two different subjects. It is important to stress that those conditions
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PRED ’like
〈

regissør,se
〉
’

TNS-ASP
[
TENSE pres, MOOD indicative

]

TOPIC


PRED ’regissør’

GEND
[
NEUT -, MASC +, FEM -

]
PERS 3, NUM sg, DEF +, CASE nom


ADJUNCT


[

PRED ’ikke’
ADV-TYPE neg

]


XCOMP



PRED ’se
〈

regissør,film
〉
’

GEND
[
NEUT +, MASC -, FEM -

]

OBJ



PRED ’film’

SPEC

POSS

PRED ’pro’
POSS-TYPE 3persrefl
NUM sg




GEND
[
NEUT -, MASC +, FEM -

]
REF +, PERS 3, NUM pl, DEF +, CASE obl


SUBJ
VTYPE main, VFORM inf, NUM sg, COMP-FORM å


SUBJ
VTYPE main, VFORM fin, STMT-TYPE decl


Figure 2.11: The f-structure for the sentence Regissøren liker ikke å se
filmene sine ‘The director does not like to watch his movies’.
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have to be local.

2.2.2 c-structure

The LFG c-structure (short for constituent structure) is widely known
as the X’ theory, which is employed in other types of generative gram-
mars as well. Its core are lexical categories, like noun (N), verb (V) and
adjective (A), and they create gradually larger phrases, forming a tree.
They also function as heads of the phrases and thus decide the proper-
ties of the entire phrase. Apart from lexical categories there are also
functional categories: determiner (D), inflection (I) and complementizer
(C). They always have specifier positions. An example of c-structure for
our running example is shown in Figure 2.12.

The constituent structure bears similarity to transformational the-
ory’s D-structure and S-structure. There is, however, a major difference
between transformational theory and LFG regarding the c-structure:
LFG does not demand that the c-structure contains all of the syntactic
features of a word. Those belong to the f-structure that was introduced
in the previous subsection.

Another distinction between transformational theory and LFG in
the context of c-structure is that every language has its own phrase
structure rules for creating those structures, which results in different
c-structures being grammatical in different languages. This approach
is the opposite of the one taken in transformational theory, where the
structures are meant to be universal for all the languages.

2.2.3 Other structures

There are many other layers of information in LFG, but they are not
as vital for this project as the c-structure and f-structure, so we will
only briefly describe them. The most notable of the structures is the
a-structure, which was mentioned earlier. It maps thematic roles to
grammatical functions and its task is to apply the mapping to argu-
ments of a predicate. The actual semantic representation of thematic
roles is the function of another structure, the θ-structure. Typically, the
thematic roles are Agent, Patient, Theme and so on and, according to
Falk (2011), these choices are based on Jackendoff ’s theory. The whole
concept of mapping between thematic roles and grammatical functions
is called Lexical Mapping Theory.
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ROOT

PERIOD

.

IP

I’

S

VPmain

CPinf

VP

NP

POSS

sine

N

filmene

Vinf

se

Cinf

å

ADVneg

ikke

Vfin

liker

NP

N

Regissøren

Figure 2.12: The c-structure for the sentence Regissøren liker ikke å se
filmene sine ‘The director does not like to watch his movies’.
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Other structures, acknowledged by Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2011),
are for example semantic structure (s-structure), which uses formal
logic to express the connection between the meaning of a word or
phrase and the corresponding f-structure and information structure (i-
structure), which expresses how a person structures a sentence in order
to convey information. Another theory, discussed by Frank and Zaenen
(2002), takes into account morphological features of words in a struc-
ture called morphological structure (m-structure), while Butt and King
(1998) discuss the notion of a phonological structure (p-structure).
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Chapter 3

Norwegian treebanks and
conversion across
frameworks

In this chapter we describe existing treebanks for Norwegian that form
the basis for our conversion work. We point out differences between
them and explain the choices that were made when constructing the
treebanks. We also review existing solutions towards conversion from
LFG to dependencies and the conversion procedure from Norwegian De-
pendency Treebank (NDT) to Norwegian Universal Dependencies.

3.1 Existing treebanks for Norwegian

Until recently no treebanks for Norwegian were available. In the follow-
ing subsections we describe the now existing Norwegian Dependency
Treebank, its derivative Norwegian UD, and NorGramBank.

3.1.1 The Norwegian Dependency Treebank

The NDT is the first treebank for Norwegian (both Bokmål and
Nynorsk) made available for public (Solberg et al., 2014). It is based on
dependency grammar and has been manually annotated by linguists.
The treebank consists of over 600 000 tokens of Norwegian text, mostly
from newspapers, in both variants of the language (311 000 Bokmål
and 303 000 Nynorsk to be precise). It covers morphological and syn-
tactic annotation. The morphological part adopts the tagset employed
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by Oslo-Bergen Tagger (Hagen et al., 2000; Kinn et al., 2013) and the
syntactic part follows Norwegian Reference Grammar (Faarlund et al.,
1997) analysis for the most part, while it at the same time revises some
ideas from earlier treebank projects (Nivre, Nilsson, & Hall, 2006; Haug
et al., 2009).

The authors chose to create four fundamental rules as a guide when
making decisions about the annotation. They state that the annotation
should be linguistically adequate, consistent, quick to implement and
easy to retrieve. It is not always possible to respect all of those rules
at the same time, so some compromises had to be made. Adverbials
for example are not grouped into subcategories such as time adverbials,
manner adverbials and place adverbials, even though it would make
the analysis more linguistically adequate. It is because the difference
between them is not syntactic, but rather semantic. The situation is
the opposite for prepositions as they are subdivided into transitive and
intransitive ones. The reason for that is a contrastive syntactic analysis
for those two subgroups. In this case the emphasis is put on linguistic
adequacy.

A significant decision was made concerning the choice of heads and
dependents. As has been discussed in section 2.1.1 in the previous
chapter, there is no standard for head-dependent relations between lex-
ical words and function words in dependency grammar (Ivanova et al.,
2012), which is the reason why there are various interpretations of the
problem in different treebanks. In NDT each case is treated individu-
ally in order to adhere to the aforementioned rules as well as possible.
This resulted in the following choices: the noun is a head for the de-
terminer, finite verb for complementizer, first conjunct for consecutive
conjuncts, preposition for its complement and finite auxiliary for lexical
verb. In the first three examples the lexical word is a head, because the
determiners, complementizers and conjunctions are often dropped and
choosing them as a head by default would lead to various analyses of
the same phenomenon, which goes against the rule of consistency. The
last two examples on the other hand choose the function word as a head.

It is common to use a tagger or parser and assign parts of speech au-
tomatically to speed up the annotation process and this technique was
used here as well. However, Solberg et al. (2014) could not preprocess
the annotations with a data-driven dependency parser, because there
existed no Norwegian dependency treebanks available for the public
at that point. A new statistical parser was created by Skjærholt and
Øvrelid (2012) based on the first version of the treebank, which, after
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some improvements, achieved labeled accuracy of 87% and unlabeled
accuracy of almost 90%. A series of experiments has been performed
to check inter-annotator agreement and it yielded a result of over 95%
labeled accuracy and over 96% unlabeled accuracy.

Since the choices made for annotation have an influence on a tree-
bank’s parsability, Solberg et al. (2014) decided to experiment with five
different parsers: Maltparser (Nivre, Hall, & Nilsson, 2006), optimized
Maltparser, MST (McDonald et al., 2005), and the parsers of Bohnet
(2010) and (Bohnet & Nivre, 2012). The accuracy results between 83%
and 93% are promising and similar to those acquired from other large
treebanks, which suggests that the NDT is suited for the task of devel-
oping parsers.

Conversion from the NDT to Norwegian UD

Following the completion of the NDT, the treebank was converted to
UD. In the following, we review the conversion from the NDT to Norwe-
gian UD, because we are interested specifically in the UD format and
the NDT does not follow the official UD annotation guidelines. Further-
more, the result of this conversion (to basic UD trees) provides part of
the foundations of our own work in chapter 6, seeking to enrich the UD
variant of NDT with enhanced dependencies from another, LFG-based
treebank for Norwegian: NorGramBank (see section 3.1.2). Below we
discuss the conversion procedure and present the differences between
the NDT and Norwegian UD based on Øvrelid and Hohle (2016). Note
that the UD version employed in the conversion is 1.2.

First of all, as mentioned in section 2.1.1, there are many variations
of dependency representations and they differ in, among other things,
the choice of the head and dependent. It is therefore no surprise that
the NDT and UD diverge in this matter. UD always prioritizes content
words over function words as heads, because it is aiming to be a uni-
versal representation for all languages, while the NDT does not always
follow that convention as it is tailored to the Norwegian language. Ex-
amples of choices in the NDT that go in the opposite direction compared
to UD are: finite auxiliary or infinitival marker as the head for a lexical
verb, and preposition as the head for a prepositional complement.

Second of all, the NDT and Norwegian UD use different part-of-
speech tags and morphological feature tags, which do not map one-to-
one. As mentioned before, UD has a closed set of 17 part-of-speech tags
that are common for all languages, while the NDT has its own 19 tags.
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Some of them, like adj and ADJ for adjectives, map directly, but many
do not. For example, the NDT distinguishes between a comma, a hy-
phen, a quotation mark and both left and right parentheses, while UD
simply tags all of them as PUNCT. In this situation, since the conversion
goes from the NDT to UD, it is easy to relabel all punctuation as PUNCT.
Also converting the label for the relative pronoun som, which is treated
as a subjunction in the NDT and as a pronoun in UD, is rather straight-
forward: we just change the label from sbu to PRON. A similar case of
discrepancy in the NDT and UD is the definition of prepositions and
adverbs: the NDT has a tendency to define more words as prepositions
as opposed to UD. This is particularly noticeable with demonstrative
adverbs, which are labeled as prepositions in the NDT and have to be
converted to adverbs. However, there are examples where this agree-
ment between the NDT and UD is not a matter of simple relabeling.
An instance of that is the analysis of auxiliaries in UD and the NDT:
the NDT tags both auxiliaries and main verbs simply as verb, while
UD distinguishes between them and labels them as AUX and VERB ac-
cordingly. In order to introduce that distinction one has to check if the
verb has a direct, nonfinite dependent and if so, label it as AUX instead
of VERB. Other examples of nontrivial relabeling include numerical ex-
pressions, which are always analyzed as determiners in the NDT and
as either a numeral or a determiner in UD. Therefore, one has to check
the morphological features of the word in order to identify the proper
label. The morphological features in the NDT correspond fairly directly
to those in UD, so the mapping between them is not complicated.

Before explaining how the NDT and UD differ in interpreting and
naming chosen dependency relations, we will direct our attention at the
structural differences between them and keep focus mainly on the pro-
cess of making the NDT trees UD-compliant. The conversion starts, un-
derstandably, at the root; unlike UD, the NDT has no uniform root label,
but rather specifies if the root of the sentence is a finite verb (FINV), an
interjection (INTERJ) or some other part of speech, in which case it is
labeled as a fragment (FRAG). UD does not make that distinction; every
root relation is labeled as root. To achieve that, one simply labels all
nodes that have the node with index zero as their head with a root
relation.

Another example of a consistent discrepancy in the NDT and UD is
managing verbal groups. The NDT always chooses the finite verb or the
infinitival marker as the head of a clause, while UD chooses the main
verb. The necessary step is thus to identify the main verb and mark-
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ing all other elements of the verbal group as its dependents. Since UD
distinguishes between an auxiliary and a regular verb, all auxiliaries
get an aux or auxpass relation. There is a difference in the way the
treebanks annotate copula constructions as well: the NDT selects the
copula verb as the head making the predicative its dependent, while
UD does the opposite and, additionally, has its own cop label reserved
specifically for relations from the predicative to the copula verb. The
conversion involves changing the direction of the existing relation from
the copula verb to the predicative and labeling it with cop, selecting
the predicative as the head and attaching remaining dependents to it.
Predicatives in the NDT have four types of possible relations: subject
predicative (SPRED), object predicative (OPRED), free subject predicative
(FSPRED) and free object predicative (FOPRED). UD only distinguishes
between an obligatorily controlled predicative (xcomp), corresponding to
both subject and object predicatives, and an optional predicative (acl),
corresponding to both free predicatives. Because the free predicatives
are not arguments of the verb, in UD they are dependents of the object
or subject, not the verb, and are interpreted as adjectival clauses, acl.
Therefore, when converting from the NDT to UD all the free predica-
tives have to be reattached from the verb to the subject or object and
relabeled as an acl.

Prepositions and prepositional complements are also among graph
structures that need to be altered in order to follow the UD annotation
guidelines. Since UD’s goal is a universal and consistent annotation
and the syntax of pre- and postpositions varies a lot across languages,
it was decided that the prepositional complement be the preposition’s
head with a label case as opposed to the NDT, where the preposition
is the head of the prepositional complement and the relation label is
PUTFYLL. One needs to simply reverse the relation, relabel it and reat-
tach the dependents from the preposition to the prepositional comple-
ment.

The last phenomenon, which requires some tree restructuring, is
coordination. Even though both the NDT and UD agree on the choice of
the head in a coordinate structure, they differ in the way they attach the
conjunction; in UD every element of the coordinate structure, including
the conjunction, is the dependent of the first conjunct, whereas in the
NDT the conjunction is attached to the last conjunct. The relation labels
are dissimilar as well: the conjunct relation conj is labeled as KOORD
in the NDT and the coordinating conjunction cc as KONJ. It is again a
matter of simple relabeling and reattaching the conjunction’s head from
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the last to the first conjunct.
Now that the graph follows UD’s structure we can elaborate on the

choices made when converting the dependency relation labels. Some of
the labels in the NDT and UD map directly and require no further ac-
tion, like KOORD and conj, while other relations require some extra in-
formation before they can be renamed in accordance with UD standard.
For example, there are a couple of relations, where UD distinguishes
between nominal and clausal elements; this is reflected in the labels’
names, like nsubj and csubj for nominal vs. clausal subjects, or nmod
and acl for nominal vs. clausal modifiers of nouns. The distinction is
necessary partly due to the way copula constructions are represented
in UD, as they allow adjectives and nouns to be the head of the whole
clause.

Another of those relations is passive voice, which is included in
three labels: auxpass for the passive auxiliary, and nsubjpass and
csubjpass for passive subjects. The NDT only recognizes one type of
passive in Norwegian: the morphological passive with the suffix -s. The
other passive, expressed with the auxiliary bli, is therefore assigned
the label auxpass in UD, and the verb it modifies gets the status of a
passive verb. Control is also a concept that cannot be mapped directly
from the NDT to UD, because the NDT has no notion of control. As a
result, in order to label the cases of control in Norwegian UD one has
to identify relations, where the head verb of the clause has an explicit
subject dependent. Negation modifiers in UD also require dividing into
subgroups, which are nonexistent in the NDT. They can either modify
a noun with the determiner ingen, or a predicate with the adverb ikke.
Those two relations are thus labeled with det and advmod accordingly.

A different concept that requires more fine-grained labels in UD is
particles. UD distinguishes between regular particle constructions and
those labeled with compound:prt, which can be prepositions without
prepositional complement that are attached to the verb, or prepositions
that are part of fixed expressions. As there is no explicit annotation
in the NDT that would help one spot the difference between those two
types of particles, it remains a challenge for the automatic conversion
procedure.

The last relation without a straightforward mapping between the
NDT and UD is relative clauses, or the interpretation of the relative
marker to be precise. In the NDT relative markers are treated as subor-
dinating conjunctions that are dependents of the relative clause’s finite
verb, while in UD they are treated as pronouns that are arguments of
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the relative clause. The relation that attaches the (head of the) relative
clause to the noun it modifies is labeled as acl:relcl in Norwegian
UD.

After performing the conversion procedure Øvrelid and Hohle (2016)
obtained a new treebank, Norwegian UD treebank. It consists of
311,277 tokens in Norwegian Bokmål and the data is split into three
parts: a training set, development set and test set, as is usual for UD
treebanks. Since there was no gold standard that one could compare the
newly created treebank to, one had to limit the evaluation to examining
how well the part-of-speech tagger and dependency parser perform. For
the same reason the authors chose to compare the results with those ob-
tained from part-of-speech tagger and dependency parser for the NDT.

When evaluating the part-of-speech tagger two different tag sets
were chosen: coarse, representing the original part-of-speech tags,
and fine-grained, representing part-of-speech tags and morphosyntac-
tic tags. This resulted in 17 coarse and 169 fine-grained tags for UD,
and 19 coarse and 368 fine-grained for the NDT. The authors decided on
using SVMTool tagger (Giménez & Marquez, 2004), because it proved to
be successfull in tagging the NDT in earlier work. The overall accuracy
for Norwegian UD turned out to be between 94.15% and 94.59% for fine
tags and between 96.82% and 96.96% for coarse tags, which is not far
away from the NDT’s 93.19%-93.74% and 97.82%-97.90% respectively.
One can observe a small improvement for the fine-grained UD tag set
as compared to the NDT, probably due to the substantial difference in
the number of tags, while for the coarse tag set the NDT still performs
slightly better.

For quality assessment of dependency parsing the authors chose the
Mate parser (Bohnet, 2010), which, similarly to SVMTool (Giménez &
Marquez, 2004), proved to be suitable for evaluating the NDT treebank.
The experiments were run with both gold and automatically assigned
part-of-speech tags, and resulted in 88.5% labeled accuracy score (LAS)
for Norwegian UD and 90.15%-90.55% (dev vs test set) for the NDT. The
reason for the decline in Norwegian UD’s results is likely the design
choices of UD, which are thought to be more difficult to parse than,
examplewise, the NDT, as previously noted in De Marneffe et al. (2014).

Both the part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing experi-
ments show that Norwegian UD is a good alternative for text process-
ing in Norwegian, even though its results are a little bit lower than the
NDT’s. This is expected, as a similar tendency can be observed when
comparing treebanks in other languages.
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3.1.2 NorGramBank

NorGramBank, as described by Dyvik et al. (2016), is a ‘deep’ treebank
for Norwegian (both Bokmål and Nynorsk) consisting of over 50 millions
tokens and is based on NorGram, a manually constructed grammar that
uses the Lexical-Functional Grammar framework, as described in sec-
tion 2.2. The annotation in the treebank depends on the design of the
NorGram grammar, which follows assumptions of X’ theory and Par-
allel Grammar Project to some extent. NorGramBank, among other
treebanks, is available online through the INESS framework. Note that
only a small part of NorGramBank is manually disambiguated, i.e. of-
fers ‘gold-standard’ analysis, while most of the sentences are automati-
cally parsed and offer ‘silver-standard’ analysis.

The LinGo Redwoods Treebank (Oepen et al., 2004) influenced the
choice of methods for the NorGramBank project. In contrast to NDT,
NorGramBank was automatically parsed and disambiguated and only
a small part of it was authenticated manually by linguists with the help
of automatically generated discriminants. The idea behind it was to
ensure that the grammar was fully consistent. The need for a more
linguistically detailed analysis was also a major factor in making this
decision. NorGramBank is a so-called parsebank, which means not only
that it was parsed automatically, but also that its grammar and lexicon
are being improved and adjusted regularly in accordance with new data.

The authors chose not to base their treebank on newspaper text, be-
cause they wanted to put emphasis on the quality of the texts to achieve
best possible grammatical analysis of correct sentences. As a result,
novels are the main source of text in NorGramBank, although there
are some newspaper texts included as well. The origin of the texts is
as follows: the fiction texts come from the National Library of Norway
and the nonfiction texts come from Leksikografisk Bokmålskorpus, the
Norwegian Newspaper Corpus and Nynorskkorpuset ved Norsk Ordbok
2014. The article does not specify how many texts come from which cor-
pus or how many tokens are Bokmål or Nynorsk. It only states that
there are circa 350,000 words of manually disambiguated Norwegian
text in the treebank.

The main focus of the pre-processing step was recognizing all the
word tokens, so words that the morphological analyzer failed to recog-
nize had to be manually annotated. Then, the sentences were parsed
with XLE and pruning was chosen as an option in order to speed up the
process and increase the number of sentences getting a valid analysis.
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It has also been made possible to obtain a result for a chunk of a sen-
tence by applying fragment parsing. Sentences that did not obtain a
valid analysis have been discarded and are not part of the treebank.

One can use the INESS infrastructure by querying it with
INESS Search (Meurer et al., 2012), a query language derived from
TIGERSearch that applies first-order predicate logic. This gives the
users a possibility to locate sentences with a particular relation between
nodes in the c-structure or f-structure, for example an attribute path
<SUBJ PRED> with a value jeg ‘I’. The documentation of the language,
which is to some extent based on Norwegian Reference Grammar, is
publicly available online.

In order to evaluate the treebank, 500 Bokmål Norwegian sentences
were chosen at random, where 85.2% of them received correct or mini-
mally incorrect analysis. Annotator agreement was also assessed. An-
other 500 sentences were randomly chosen to estimate how similar the
choices of the annotators and the gold standard were. While most of the
annotators got a Kappa score above 0.8 (which is to be understood as
top rank), the automatic disambiguation only got 0.65. The explanation
for varying analyses is the very detailed grammatical annotation, which
gives more room for divergence.

The linguistically detailed LFG analyses in the manually disam-
biguated ‘gold-standard’ subset of NorGramBank provide the starting
point to our work on conversion to enhanced Universal Dependencies in
subsequent chapters. Therefore, we now turn to a brief overview of ear-
lier work on converting from LFG to bilexical syntactic dependencies.

3.2 Previous conversion work

3.2.1 Conversion from LFG to dependencies

LFG and dependency grammar are more closely related than our ex-
ample representations shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.11 might suggest.
At its core, the LFG f-structure layer encodes dependencies (labeled by
grammatical functions) between lexical units. Likewise, assuming that
for each node in a c-structure tree there is one daughter that can be
identified as the syntactic head of the phrase, there is a straightforward
conversion procedure from phrase structure trees to bilexical dependen-
cies.

Before reviewing conversion work done so far, we will briefly men-
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tion the general challenges one faces when trying to convert between
bilexical dependencies and LFG. One of the issues is the compatibility
between LFG and bilexical dependencies regarding the token-node rela-
tion. In LFG the word tokens correspond directly to the nodes of a syn-
tactic tree in the c-structure, but that is not the case for the f-structure
and we are mainly concerned with the latter in this work. In bilexical
dependencies it varies: most of the alternatives have a one-to-one re-
lation between words and nodes, but not all of them, as mentioned in
section 2.1.1.

Another important question is: should we represent a sentence as a
graph or a tree? Choosing a graph means allowing multiple roots and
heads and structure sharing, while deciding on a tree restricts the way
we can express the content of a sentence, rejecting structure sharing
and allowing only one root and head. That being said, graphs are much
more complex and more difficult to parse than trees, so there is a trade-
off: using trees is more efficient, but it requires simplifying some aspects
of natural language (for example anaphora or long distance dependen-
cies, which are expressed by structure sharing in LFG (Falk, 2011)). Let
us take a look at solutions proposed so far.

The first LFG-to-dependency conversion project we will discuss is
the one by Cetinoglu et al. (2010). The authors obtain f-structures
by using what they call the Annotation Algorithm, which generates
an f-structure for a given sentence from Penn Treebank trees. The f-
structures are later converted into CoNLL-style dependency trees that
are used in training of the dependency parser. There are, however, some
challenges for this approach. First, the two formats differ in their ap-
proach to the token-node correspondence. As mentioned before, word to-
kens do not correspond directly to nodes in LFG’s f-structure, but they
do so in CoNLL. The f-structure represents a sentence in a more ab-
stract way, excluding some words that are expressed as features instead
and in addition to that, it also reduces their surface forms to lemmas.
CoNLL keeps the surface forms and assigns each token a node. This
dependency format does not support multiple heads or roots either. In
order to resolve this matter, one has to alter the f-structure representa-
tion to some extent with the help of the Annotation Algorithm.

First of all, all the word tokens have to get a PRED or SURFACE-
FORM node. The original PREDs keep their label, while all the other
tokens are labeled as either a PRED or a SURFACEFORM. The words
get back their surface forms instead of lemmas as well. Furthermore,
one has to get rid of multiple heads. The general solution is to keep
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the outermost dependency (i.e. the relation, whose head is at the out-
ermost level of the f-structure) and remove the other one, but in case
of a discourse function (TOPIC, TOPICREL or FOCUS) one always re-
moves that dependency instead. Last but not least, the multiple root
problem needs to be resolved. This can be done by omitting incom-
plete sentences, where one cannot determine dependency relations for
all words. Otherwise, an underspecified label dep is introduced, which
makes it impossible to identify what specific kind of linguistic phe-
nomenon it was originally. The obtained dependencies lose about half
of the f-structure features in the process of converting from graphs to
trees and because of that the authors consider recovering lost informa-
tion in future projects. Nevertheless, when comparing the dependency
parser and the constituency parser through parsing experiments little
difference in accuracy between the two approaches is shown.

The second project, carried out by Øvrelid et al. (2009) for English
and German, uses a different methodology. The f-structures are ac-
quired by providing ParGram grammars to the XLE system, which
then applies built-in rewrite rules and the retrieved f-structures are
mapped into dependencies through φ-projection. The problem with the
φ-projection is that an f-structure might get multiple tokens assigned
to it (for example an auxiliary verb and a main verb would become co-
heads), which is not consistent with dependency grammar. To remedy
this one connects such tokens with a PHI-arc. The incompatibility ap-
plies the other way around as well: one token can become a dependent
for multiple heads. In that case one usually chooses the closest head for
the dependent and labels it accordingly, but one can also attach a com-
plex label instead, which expresses all of the token’s functions, while
adhering to the rules of dependency grammar at the same time (for
example a label SUBJ-OBJ for subject-to-object raising). Then, a post-
processing step is necessary, because the gold standard and the XLE
output differ in the way they represent multi-words and hyphenated
expressions. The authors have chosen to assign the same analysis to all
parts of a multi-word expression, while the hyphenated expression gets
the analysis of its last part.

In contrast to Cetinoglu’s project (and parallel to the setup for creat-
ing NorGramBank), Øvrelid et al. (2009) allow for fragment parsing and
skimming to widen the coverage of the texts. Also, the f-structure fea-
tures that got lost in conversion in the previous project are now added
to the gold standard. We end up with two parallel treebanks, one gold
standard treebank and one LFG-inspired treebank, which are then com-
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bined in order to complement each other. After a series of experiments
on both English and German the authors observe a clear improvement
in parsing results when combining grammar-driven and data-driven
parsers.

To sum up, both projects only use the f-structure to convert to de-
pendency grammar, but they use different algorithms (Cetinoglu the AA
algorithm and Øvrelid et al. (2009) the built-in XLE conversion). They
both make an effort to represent the data as a tree, which means remov-
ing multiple heads and adding dependencies and labels, since the LFG
framework represents the data in the form of a graph. The big difference
is that Cetinoglu omits about half of the features from the f-structure,
which might be the reason why the results for the dependency parser
were not significantly better than for the constituency parser. Øvrelid
et al. (2009) on the other hand combines two parsers in her approach:
the grammar-driven and the data-driven one and the f-structure fea-
tures are used to enhance the gold standard treebank. The observed
results are a notable improvement for both English and German, when
comparing to the baseline, even though the grammar and the treebanks
consequently did not agree on whether the auxiliary or the main verb
should be the root of the sentence.

3.2.2 Conversion from LFG to UD

In this subsection we review two recent projects that specifically take
up the topic of conversion from LFG to UD: one by Meurer (2017) and
one by Patejuk and Przepiórkowski (2018), i.e. contemperanously to our
own work. Meurer’s conversion algorithm does not have UD format in
particular as its intended objective, but he nevertheless shows a way to
modify the obtained dependency representation in order to arrive at a
UD-compatible structure. For this reason his project will be contrasted
with that of Patejuk and Przepiórkowski, whose goal is indeed trans-
forming LFG analyses to UD. Note that Meurer’s conversion is applied
to Norwegian, whereas Patejuk and Przepiórkowski apply their conver-
sion to Polish.

The c-structure-based approach The previously discussed projects
(Cetinoglu et al. (2010) and Øvrelid et al. (2009)) based their conver-
sion on the f-structure, as this seemed the most natural, since the f-
structure resembles the dependency structure the most. What makes
Meurer’s project unique is the starting point of the conversion, namely
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Figure 3.1: The application of the Lifting algorithm to the sentence
Hunden sover ‘The dog sleeps’.

the c-structure. He argues that the f-structure alone is not sufficient to
produce bilexical dependency structures and one needs to additionally
turn to the c-structure and projection to fill in the gaps. The author
introduces a method called the Lifting algorithm, which extracts depen-
dency relations directly from the c-structure.

The basic Lifting algorithm consists of two steps; the first step is to
recursively lift each functional head node Y (where Y is the daughter of
a non-terminal node X and the nodes X and Y share their features) and
replace X with it; the second step involves labeling the edge between
nodes X and Y with the f-structure path using the projection operator.
In case of multiple paths, one should choose the shortest path without
discourse functions (TOPIC or FOCUS). Figure 3.1, taken from Meurer
(2017, p. 188), illustrates the steps of the basic Lifting algorithm for the
sentence:

(3.1) Hunden
dog-DEF

sover
sleeps

‘The dog sleeps’

The basic version of the algorithm naïvely assumes that a node X
has exactly one functional head: the daughter node Y. The situation is
complicated by the fact that many c-structure nodes have either multi-
ple or no functional heads. To take that into account, the algorithm has
to be extended.
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[
SPEC

[
DET

[
PRED ‘denne’

]]]
(↑ SPECDETPRED) =‘denne’

Figure 3.2: The f-structure for the word denne ‘this’ with a correspond-
ing LFG functional equation below.

First of all, in case there are no daughter nodes playing the role of
functional head for the mother node X, one can reattach them to X’s
mother, Z, and remove X, making the daughter nodes direct children of
Z instead of X.

Second of all, if multiple daughter nodes are functional heads one
needs a way to select one of them as the new head and make the others
its dependents. This can be done by replacing mother node X with the
daughter that has the shortest so-called embedding path and labeling
the relation between the new mother and the remaining daughters with
their own embedding paths. Every terminal c-structure node projects to
an f-structure, whose PRED value represents the semantic form of a
word. The path from the f-structure’s outer layer to the PRED value
is the embedding path. Most nodes project directly to the PRED value,
which results in an empty embedding path, but there are some that do
not, like determiners, quantifiers, and possessives and they have to be
taken into account. There are also lexical nodes with no PRED value
that are functional co-heads, like some prepositions, which get a re-
lation labeled =, and punctuation, with a label PUNCT. Unfortunately,
the projection operator, the c-structure and f-structure are not always
enough to figure out the embedding path of a node, because the projec-
tion relation between the structures is generally not one-to-one. As a
result, Meurer (2017) turns to LFG’s functional equations that contain
all the information about the mapping between c- and f-structure. Those
equations can be obtained from the LFG grammar used, in this case the
NorGram grammar. An example of an f-structure with a corresponding
LFG functional equation is shown in figure 3.2

Lastly, one needs to label the edges between node X and its daughter
Y with the minimal f-structure path, as in the basic Lifting algorithm,
but cocatenated with the embedding path of Y.
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The result of applying the extended Lifting algorithm to an LFG
grammar is projective dependencies (with no crossing edges) that pos-
sibly have compound relation labels as a result of concatenating the
f-structure path with the embedding path. These can be further con-
verted to non-projective dependencies without compound relation la-
bels. To achieve that, for every relation X

R0.R1 . . . Rn.S−−−−−−−−−→ Y one finds
an atomic relation X

R0−−→ X1 and replaces the original relation with
X1

R1 . . . Rn.S−−−−−−−→ Y . By applying this rule recursively one ends up with a
structure with only atomic relation labels (or optionally labels that only
require some simplification steps in order to arrive at a pure atomic
label).

The LFG-style dependencies, either projective or non-projective, dif-
fer from the UD representation in many ways and, since this project
focuses on UD, we are interested in obtaining the UD relations. Luck-
ily, Meurer provides a recipe for conversion between LFG-style depen-
dencies and UD. One of the differences is the choice of head; the LFG-
style dependencies, similarly to LFG, make function words heads, while
UD makes sure that function words are dependents. Therefore, to con-
vert the LFG-style dependencies to UD, one has to invert the head-
dependent relations by reversing the direction of the relation between
the function word and the content word, and reattaching dependents to
the new head. Coordination is another phenomenon that requires trans-
formation of the dependency structure; in the LFG-style dependencies it
is the conjunctions that are heads for content words (or recursively the
remaining conjunction), while in UD the first conjunct plays the role of
the head and all the other conjuncts are its dependents. These nodes,
too, have to be reattached and relabeled. Relabeling the LFG-style de-
pendencies is also a necessary step as the labels do not map one-to-
one. An example of this is LFG’s ADJUNCT, which translates into either
nmod, amod or acl:relcl in UD, depending on what role the adjunct
plays in the sentence. Last, but not least, LFG allows some multi-word
expressions to be treated as a single node, while in UD all the tokens
in the multi-word expression are separate nodes that are analyzed as
fixed, flat exocentric, or semi-fixed expressions and labeled accordingly.
Since, from the LFG point of view, it is impossible to recognize which
of these subcategories a multi-word expression belongs to, the author
treats them all as fixed expressions. As a result, the first component of
a multi-word expression becomes the head and the remaining compo-
nents receive the label fixed.
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Meurer takes the opportunity to use the newly created dependency
treebank and train a set of dependency parsers on it. This part of his
project is not relevant for us, so it will not be discussed.

The f-structure-based approach The project of Patejuk and
Przepiórkowski (2018) is an initiative parallell to ours, whose goal is,
similarly, the conversion from LFG to enhanced UD. Their project, how-
ever, proposes solutions to a wide spectrum of complex language-specific
phenomena that are relevant to Polish, but not to Norwegian. For this
reason we will not focus on that aspect of their work, but rather the
general approach to conversion to enhanced UD.

The conversion is divided into two phases: converting from pure LFG
to LFG-like dependency structures and then from LFG-like to UD. In
the first phase, the conversion procedure creates two dependency struc-
tures: one initial structure that keeps all the dependency information
from the LFG and one that is a variation of the first one, but limited to
a tree. The main task of the algorithm producing the initial structure
is resolving the problem of co-heads in the LFG representation. In or-
der to decide which of the co-heads is the true head, the authors make
use of pre-terminal tags from the c-structure. A consequence of that are
the following rules: when choosing among co-heads priority is given to
verbal tokens, like FIN, INF or PRED, then to nominal or adjectival to-
kens, like SUBST or ADJ, then to the conjunction (CONJ), and lastly the
semantic complementizer (COMP). It is also possible to select a comma
as the true head, if none of the above types of tokens are present; the
final comma is chosen if there is at most one other comma present in the
structure, and the penultimate comma in case of additional commas.

The true heads are now selected, so the remaining part of the algo-
rithm is to connect all the tokens with dependency relations. One starts
with establishing relations for the true heads first. This can be done
by extracting the relations and their labels directly from the f-structure
and only including the dependencies concerning the true heads, even
though there may be multiple co-head tokens corresponding to that par-
ticular f-structure. As a result, the graph might have some unconnected
nodes at this stage. There is no requirement about the graph being
a tree either, so some tokens might end up with multiple heads due
to structure sharing. The last part of the initial dependency phase is
adding relations to the so far ignored co-heads. Those need to be made
dependents of their true heads, but one has to label the relations as
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well. Since the final UD graph requires relabeling anyway, the authors
chose to label the relations between the true head and its dependents
with their pre-terminal tags. The only exception is the pre-terminal
COMP, which gets the label COMP-FORM, in order to not confuse it with
the already existing f-structure label COMP.

While the initial dependency graph can be further transformed into
an enhanced UD graph, it is not a well-suited starting point for the ba-
sic UD graph, since it is not a tree. For that reason, the authors derive
a second structure: a simplified initial dependency tree, which is to be
converted to the basic UD graph. They review a couple of linguistic
phenomena that are known to give rise to structure sharing, the first
one being coordination. The strategy is pretty straightforward; one re-
places all the relations going from the conjuncts to the shared element
with a single relation going from the conjunction to the shared element
instead. Unfortunately, there exist structures that share dependents
across multiple levels of coordination, which complicates the matter.
One then has to make sure to check for extra coordination levels and
remove the redundant edges. Control relations are also a typical exam-
ple of structure sharing. In this case, the problem is solved by removing
the SUBJ edges from all tokens that have an incoming edge with the
label XCOMP, XCOMP-PRED or XADJUNCT. Once again, coordination com-
plicates the situation, because the incoming edge might be pointing at a
conjunction in a coordinate structure, so one needs to ascertain that the
SUBJ edges are removed from all the conjuncts. The last phenomenon
mentioned is free relatives, where one also has to remove the redundant
SUBJ edge in order to create a tree.

To be able to easily compare the changes made by the algorithm, one
can take a look at figures 3.3 and 3.4 representing the same sentence as
a initial dependency graph and initial dependency tree accordingly. The
graphs are taken from Patejuk and Przepiórkowski (2018, p. 115-116).

The second phase of the conversion procedure, from initial depen-
dencies to UD, starts with a tokenization step. This is because UD,
unlike LFG, does not treat multi-token words as one token. Therefore,
they have to be split into separate tokens, where the first token becomes
the head and all subsequent tokens are attached to it with an edge la-
beled fixed.

The next step is the initial conversion of coordination; neither of the
initial dependency structures adhere to UD annotation guidelines in
that perspective. Both initial structures make the conjunction the head
of the coordinate structure, although they differ in what the shared el-
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Pracodawca musi też płacić wszelkie podatki i ubezpieczenia .
employer must also pay all taxes and insurance .

SUBJ

SUBJ

PERIOD

XCOMP

ADJUNCT

OBJ

ADJUNCT CONJ CONJ

ADJUNCT

Figure 3.3: The initial dependency graph for the sentence Pracodawca
musi też płacić wszelkie podatki i ubezpieczenia. ‘The employer must
also pay any taxes and insurance’

Pracodawca musi też płacić wszelkie podatki i ubezpieczenia .
employer must also pay all taxes and insurance .

SUBJ

PERIOD

XCOMP

ADJUNCT

OBJ

ADJUNCT

CONJ CONJ

Figure 3.4: The initial dependency tree for the sentence Pracodawca
musi też płacić wszelkie podatki i ubezpieczenia. ‘The employer must
also pay any taxes and insurance’
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ement is a dependent of; the initial dependency graph makes the ele-
ment the dependent of the conjuncts, while the initial dependency tree
chooses the conjunction as the element’s head. According to UD on the
other hand, it is the first conjunct that should be the head of the whole
structure. Therefore, it is necessary to reattach the edges that are part
of the coordinate structure.

Another necessary steps in the conversion is renaming all the punc-
tuation dependencies, like PERIOD or COMMA, to punct, since UD only
has one, common label for all kinds of punctuation.

One of the crucial points in the procedure is reversing dependencies
between content and function words. As mentioned before, UD favors
the content words by assigning them as heads of the function words.
Since it is not the case in LFG and the initial dependencies that were
constructed adopted LFG’s interpretation, one needs to invert all in-
stances of relations, where a content word is the dependent of a function
word. This is especially the case with adpositions, complementizers, and
numerals and the content words that they are heads for.

After ensuring that no function word heads a content word, one
needs to convert the LFG’s grammatical function labels to those match-
ing UD annotation. Subjects, for example, are simply SUBJ in LFG,
while UD distinguishes between nsubj and csubj. In order to find out
which label to use, the authors inspect the part-of-speech tag of the sub-
ject’s dependent; if it is a verb, the relation becomes csubj and nsubj
otherwise. Converting objects seems to be even more straightforward,
as both LFG and UD distinguish between direct and indirect objects.
The only challenge described by the authors is language-specific, so we
will not consider it.

In contrast to LFG, obliques and adjuncts are treated as the same
phenomenon by UD. For the basic dependency tree all oblique relations
are-speech tags of the head and the dependent. For the enhanced repre-
sentation, however, one can additionally concatenate the label with the
adposition, if the dependent is an adpositional phrase. Similarly, con-
version of adjuncts also depends on the part-of-speech tags of the head
and the dependent. The possible labels are advcl, advmod, vocative,
obl, det, amod, acl, acl:relcl and nmod.

The conversion of clausal argument labels poses no challenge, as
both LFG and UD distinguish between a clausal complement (COMP vs
ccomp) and an open (controlled) clausal complement (XCOMP vs xcomp).
The only exception to this rule is a situation, where the dependency re-
lation comes from a noun or pronoun, introducing a subordinate clause
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Pracodawca musi też płacić wszelkie podatki i ubezpieczenia .
employer must also pay all taxes and insurance .

nsubj

punct

xcomp

advmod

obj

det cc

conj

nsubj det
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Figure 3.5: The basic and enhanced UD representation of the sentence
Pracodawca musi też płacić wszelkie podatki i ubezpieczenia ‘The em-
ployer must also pay any taxes and insurance’. The enhanced edges are
highlighted in blue.

and, thus, giving the relation the label acl, or when it comes from an
adjective, in which case the label becomes advcl. LFG additionally
identifies an open (controlled) adjunct (XADJUNCT), meaning an adjunct
whose subject is under obligatory control by some other element of the
clause. This function is used in order to mark adverbial participles or
secondary predicates. The new UD label is advcl, unless a secondary
predicate is not attached to the main verb, in which case the relation is
labeled with acl.

Most of the remaining LFG labels can be easily converted by direct
mapping, i.e. ROOT to root, NEG to advmod etc.

At the very end, after converting all the other relations, the final
step is propagating coordination structures in the enhanced UD repre-
sentation. When a dependency relation points towards the head of a
coordinate structure, it needs to point towards all the other conjuncts
as well, in order to make the representation truly enhanced.

The changes made can be observed in figure 3.5 showing the effect
of applying the second part of the algorithm to the sentence presented
before. The anhanced edges are highlighted in blue as before. This ex-
ample is also extracted from Patejuk and Przepiórkowski (2018, p. 115-
116).
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Differences and similarities When comparing the projects of
Meurer (2017) and Patejuk and Przepiórkowski (2018), one can see sim-
ilarities, but there are many differences as well. The general objective
is very similar; to convert from LFG to UD, but Meurer does not ex-
actly have UD as his goal, but rather as one of the dependency alter-
natives, while Patejuk and Przepiórkowski are specifically interested in
obtaining both the basic and enhanced UD representation. Meurer’s al-
gorithm is not divided into two stages, as is the case with Patejuk and
Przepiórkowski, but in order to obtain the actual UD representation,
one needs to apply the Lifting algorithm, which results in LFG-style
dependencies that have to be further converted to UD representation.
One can, thus, argue that both projects present a two-phase conversion
procedure. The biggest discrepancy is inevitably the starting point of
the conversion: the c- or f-structure, even though ultimately both ap-
proaches retrieve information from both structures to some extent.

For this project, the most relevant is the work of Patejuk and
Przepiórkowski, as we have made some similar choices, e.g. to base
the conversion on the f-structure, rather than c-structure. Our goal
is also enhancing the basic UD trees according to the UD annotation
guidelines, which makes the other projects less suited for our purpose,
as they do not take up the topic of enhanced UD representation. It
is interesting to see that two parallel projects carried out at the same
time, ours and Patejuk and Przepiórkowski (2018), arrive at many of
the same solutions.
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Chapter 4

Conversion from
NorGramBank to
dependency graphs

In this chapter we initiate our own conversion framework between LFG
and enhanced UD and, as the first step, describe the process of convert-
ing the NorGramBank LFG treebank to dependency graphs, which we
dub LFGdep. We illustrate the result with example graphs created by
our conversion program. We also compare the output LFGdep graphs
with their equivalent enhanced UD graphs for a range of pertinent
syntactic phenomena and consider whether the information extracted
from LFG’s f-structure is sufficient to create graphs following the en-
hanced UD guidelines. In the abstract, our first layer of conversion from
LFG bears similarity to the approach of Patejuk and Przepiórkowski
reviewed in the preceding chapter, although there are interesting con-
trasts too. Their work was developed in parallel to ours and was first
published after we had independently developed the conversion process
described in this chapter. We consider it a reassuring sign of design
confluence that two contemporaneous but independent strains of work
arrive at abstractly similar approaches.

4.1 Data format

Obtaining the manually disambiguated part of the NorGramBank was
crucial for this project. Thanks to Paul Meurer from University of
Bergen we were granted access to it. The data takes the form of a sepa-
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rate Prolog file for each sentence. Each file is divided into six sections:
the sentence itself, properties, choices, equivalences, constraints and
c-structure. Properties are the characteristics of the grammar, word
count, some parser statistics, like the number of possible solutions, and
so on. Choices on the other hand show alternative parsing solutions if
more than one is available, while equivalences define context variables
in order to save space and specify which solution was selected. Nei-
ther of those contribute to the task of creating enhanced UD graphs, so
the only sections being considered in our conversion are the constraints
(corresponding to the LFG’s f-structure) and c-structure.

In the following, we will use sentence (4.1) as an example. Figure 4.1
shows parts of the code representing an analysis of sentence (4.1), while
figures 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate its f-structure and c-structure respectively.

(4.1) Han
He

bryter
breaks

forbindelsen
connection-DEF

‘He breaks the connection’

4.1.1 f-structure constraints

In the constraint section of the file (lines 1-23 in figure 4.1) each line
describes a node’s feature or its relation to another node. For example,
line 3:

cf(1,eq(attr(var(0),’OBJ’),var(3))),

tells us that there is an OBJ relation between nodes 0 and 3, while line
14:

cf(1,eq(attr(var(3),’NUM’),’sg’)),

means that node 3 has a feature NUM with value sg. Some lines define
eq (for “equality”) or subsume relations between nodes. For instance,
line 17:

cf(1,eq(var(18),var(3))),

defines an equality relation between nodes 13 and 5. An eq relation im-
plies that the two nodes are to be treated equally, whereas a subsume
relation models asymmetric dependencies, where one node contains less
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1 cf(1,eq(attr(var(0),’PRED’),semform(’bryte’,3,[var(13)
,var(3)],[]))),

2 cf(1,eq(attr(var(0),’SUBJ’),var(13))),
3 cf(1,eq(attr(var(0),’OBJ’),var(3))),
4 cf(1,eq(attr(var(0),’TOPIC’),var(5))),
5 cf(1,eq(attr(var(0),’CHECK’),var(1))),
6 ...
7 cf(1,eq(attr(var(3),’PRED’),semform(’forbindelse

’,5,[],[]))),
8 cf(1,eq(attr(var(3),’CHECK’),var(4))),
9 cf(1,eq(attr(var(3),’GEND’),var(10))),
10 cf(1,eq(attr(var(3),’NTYPE’),var(11))),
11 cf(1,eq(attr(var(3),’CASE’),’obl’)),
12 cf(1,eq(attr(var(3),’DEF’),’+’)),
13 cf(1,eq(attr(var(3),’DEF-MORPH’),’+’)),
14 cf(1,eq(attr(var(3),’NUM’),’sg’)),
15 cf(1,eq(attr(var(3),’PERS’),’3’)),
16 ...
17 cf(1,eq(var(18),var(3))),
18 cf(1,eq(attr(var(18),’PRED’),semform(’forbindelse

’,5,[],[]))),
19 cf(1,eq(attr(var(18),’CHECK’),var(19))),
20 cf(1,eq(attr(var(18),’GEND’),var(10))),
21 cf(1,eq(attr(var(18),’NTYPE’),var(11))),
22 ...
23 cf(1,eq(var(32),’obl’)),
24 ...
25 cf(1,terminal(82,’bryte’,[76])),
26 cf(1,phi(82,var(0))),
27 cf(1,subtree(81,’V_BASE’,-,82)),
28 cf(1,phi(81,var(0))),
29 cf(1,terminal(80,’+Verb’,[76])),
30 cf(1,phi(80,var(0))),
31 ...
32 cf(1,surfaceform(1,’Han’,1,4)),
33 cf(1,surfaceform(76,’bryter’,5,11)),
34 cf(1,surfaceform(141,’forbindelsen’,12,24)),
35 cf(1,surfaceform(175,’.’,24,25))

Figure 4.1: A fragment of the Prolog file representing the sentence Han
bryter forbindelsen ‘He breaks the connection’.
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PRED ‘bryte
〈

han,forbindelse
〉
’

TNS-ASP
[
TENSE pres, MOOD indicative

]

TOPIC



PRED ‘han’

NTYPE
[
NSYN pronoun

]
GEND

[
NEUT -, MASC +, FEM -

]
REF +, PRON-TYPE pers, PRON-FORM han, PERS 3,
NUM sg, GEND-SEM male, DEF +, CASE nom



OBJ



PRED ‘forbindelse’

NTYPE

NSEM
[
COMMON count

]
NSYN common


GEND

[
NEUT -, MASC +, FEM -

]
PERS 3, NUM sg, DER-MORPH +, DEF +, CASE obl


SUBJ
VTYPE main, VFORM fin, STMT-TYPE decl


Figure 4.2: The f-structure for the sentence Han bryter forbindelsen ‘He
breaks the connection’.
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ROOT

PERIOD

.

IP

I’

S

VPmain

NP

N

forbindelsen

Vfin

bryter

PRONP

PRON

Han

Figure 4.3: The c-structure for the sentence Han bryter forbindelsen ‘He
breaks the connection’.

specific information than the other. This kind of relation makes it possi-
ble for a feature to be shared between f-structures while putting differ-
ent constraints on it, which is useful when analyzing languages like Ice-
landic. Icelandic is known for its quirky subjects: a phenomenon, where
verbs can require a specific case for the subject (Sigurdsson, 1992). If
two conjoined verbs share a subject, but require it to be in different case,
one needs a way of expressing that. Since this does not apply to Norwe-
gian, one can treat eq and subsume as the same relation. In addition
to that, there exists an in_set relation, which defines set membership
between given nodes. We will describe it in more detail later on while
discussing more complex sentences.

4.1.2 c-structure

The c-structure section (lines 25-35 in figure 4.1) consists of cproj,
subtree, phi and terminal relations, as well as of semform_data,
fspan and surfaceform. Seeing that this project’s goal is to base
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the conversion on the information found in the f-structure, a full c-
structure representation of a sentence is not needed. As a result, only
the terminal relations together with their corresponding phi relations
will be considered in order to connect the f-structure nodes to their sur-
face string representations found in surfaceform.

The terminal relation contains a terminal node id, a label and a
list of surfaceform id’s that it maps to, as in line 25:

cf(1,terminal(82,’bryte’,[76])),

where 82 is the terminal node id, bryte is its label and 76 is the id
pointing back to the matching surfaceform line. On the other hand,
the phi relation, which represents the projection from the c-structure
to the f-structure, consists of a terminal node id and a node id referring
to an existing node from the constraint section of the file. The role of
the phi relation is thus to connect the terminal node with its label and
the surfaceform id to an existing f-structure node. One can illustrate
it with line 26:

cf(1,phi(82,var(0))),

in which 82 maps to the terminal node id from the previous example,
while var(0) corresponds to node 0 from the constraint section. A
surfaceform relation records its own id, the surface form of a word
and character offsets in the string representing the input sentence, as
in line 33:

cf(1,surfaceform(76,’bryter’,5,11)),

where 76 is the id, bryter is the actual surface form and numbers 5,11
represent character span from 5 to 11 in the string.

4.2 Conversion

Now that we have described the structure of the Prolog files we can
proceed to explain how the data is used to create a graph representation.
We describe the technical details of the implementation as well as the
conversion procedure in the corresponding subsections.
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4.2.1 Implementation details

For this task Python was chosen as the programming language, because
it is easy to use and there are many helpful packages that one can down-
load and apply. In order to represent the graph structure a decision was
made to opt for an already existing solution, the NetworkX package,
instead of writing everything from scratch. NetworkX creates graph ob-
jects and provides built-in functions that enable manipulating the graph
by, for instance, adding new nodes and edges, with optional labels and
weights, which is very useful.

For each graph a MultiDiGraph was created: a graph object that al-
lows multiple directed edges between its nodes. A node can be defined
as any hashable object, as long as it is not of type None. In this imple-
mentation the graph’s node data is a list of 2-tuples, where each tuple
consists of an integer node id and a dictionary with the node’s features.
The edge data on the other hand is a list of 3-tuples consisting of two in-
teger node id’s and a dictionary with an edge label connecting the nodes
as its value.

In order to add nodes and edges, functions add_node and
add_edge were used, while remove_node, remove_nodes_from and
remove_edge were used to remove them. Additionally, has_edge func-
tion was applied to check if a particular edge was present in the graph,
along with out_edges, which returns all outgoing edges for a given
node, and isolates, which returns all nodes in the graph that have
0 outgoing edges. Last but not least, to visualize the graphs, we used
write_dot function; it creates a Graphviz dot file that can be converted
to a variety of file formats, including png, gif, pdf etc.

4.2.2 Conversion procedure

We start the conversion by creating a “blacklist” of node relations. Those
relations are ignored, because some of them are only relevant for LFG’s
c-structure representation, e.g. LEFT_DAUGHTER and RIGHT_DAUGHTER
only express the fact that a node is the left/right daughter of another
node in the phrase structure tree. Our blacklist contains:

CHECK, DEF-MORPH, LEFT_SISTER, RIGHT_SISTER,
LEFT_DAUGHTER, RIGHT_DAUGHTER, MOTHER

All relations starting with a _, such as _ANTECED, are also ignored,
because they are all CHECK features, which means that they do not have
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linguistic properties and do not contribute to the graph being created in
any way.

Then the whole file is parsed in search for equivalence relations be-
tween nodes so that one can avoid creating duplicate nodes that differ in
their index, but in the end point to the same element. Instead, the pro-
gram creates a list of aliases for each node that has an eq or subsume
relation to another node (always keeping the first seen node as the main
node), but does not create the nodes themselves yet. It also takes into
account the possibility of transitive chains of aliases by adding all equiv-
alent nodes to the main node’s alias list. This involves always checking
both the list of main nodes and existing aliases of each. After that the
file is parsed again in order to find all surface forms of words in the
sentence, together with their id and position in the string (these can be
easily extracted from surfaceform lines at the end of file).

The procedure’s main function is to gradually add nodes, features
with their content, edges and labels to the graph data structure. When
creating nodes only the main nodes are taken into account: the ones
that are not in other node’s alias list. Similarly, for edges between two
nodes we check if the nodes are aliases. If that is the case, the procedure
finds their main nodes and creates an edge between those instead. If
the line introduces a new edge with a label, it gets added unless there
already exists an edge between these nodes with that particular label,
which means that multiple edges between nodes are allowed as long as
they are not duplicates.

In some cases one adds content without a corresponding feature, like
in line 23:

cf(1,eq(var(32),’obl’)),

where the value obl is connected directly to node 32.
In order to be able to connect the surface forms to corresponding

nodes, one has to keep track of all terminal relations together with
matching phi relations, because the f-structure does not contain surface
forms. At the very end labels are created for nodes that have at least one
surface form. The label contains the node id along with corresponding
surface forms. Additionally, as a post-processing step, one connects the
nodes that have an in_set relation with a label c to mark the second
node as a subset of the first node (if such a relation exists). An example
of that is shown later in this subsection.

After taking all those steps one ends up with a graph portrayal of
a given sentence. Figure 4.4 shows the result of converting the Prolog
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file representing the sentence Han bryter forbindelsen ‘He breaks the
connection’ to a graph. One can notice that most of the nodes are only
expressed with their id, not their features. The reason behind that is the
project’s goal: to obtain bilexical dependencies between nodes in order to
create enhanced UD graphs. Bilexical dependencies are dependencies
between pairs of words, so the only nodes needed are the ones with
surface forms (i.e. lexical nodes). All redundant nodes will be removed
in the end.

As mentioned before, we allow for multiple edges between nodes. An
example of that is the double edge pointing from node 0 to node 13 in
figure 4.4. Those edges correspond to lines 2 and 4 in figure 4.1, where
edges SUBJ and TOPIC are created. The edge in line 4 is originally
pointing to node 5, but nodes 13 and 5 are defined as equivalent, so the
edge is created between nodes 0 and 13 instead.

Another important property of this graph is the fact that node 0 has
multiple surface forms, namely . and bryter ‘breaks’. This is because
tokens . and bryter are co-heads in the original LFG analysis and, thus,
end up sharing node 0. Details on this phenomenon will be discussed
later in this chapter.

This particular sentence (4.1) is a short and simple one. Some sen-
tences, however, are more complex and involve the use of the aforemen-
tioned in_set relation. Those are typically sentences with coordina-
tion or adjuncts, because in LFG adjuncts and coordinate structures are
represented as sets of f-structures, since there can be more than one el-
ement in those kinds of relations. Figure 4.5 shows a part of a Prolog
file for sentence (4.2). This sentence has an adjunct part: I alle tilfelle
‘At least’ and as a consequence requires an in_set relation.

(4.2) I
in

alle
all

tilfelle
events

hadde
had

hun
she

lovet
promised

å
to

skrive
write

‘At least she had promised to write’

In line 9

cf(1,in_set(var(6),var(17))),

we observe that node 6 takes part in a subset relation with node 17,
while node 17 is otherwise only used in an ADJUNCT relation with node
16 and is thus connecting nodes 6 and 16. The resulting graph repre-
sentation for this sentence is pictured in figure 4.6. The node that the
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Figure 4.4: A graph representation of the sentence Han bryter
forbindelsen ‘He breaks the connection’.
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1 cf(1,eq(attr(var(16),’PRED’),semform(’love’,83,[var(2)
,var(19)],[]))),

2 cf(1,eq(attr(var(16),’SUBJ’),var(2))),
3 cf(1,eq(attr(var(16),’XCOMP’),var(19))),
4 cf(1,eq(attr(var(16),’ADJUNCT’),var(17))),
5 cf(1,eq(attr(var(16),’CHECK’),var(18))),
6 cf(1,eq(attr(var(16),’VFORM’),’sup’)),
7 cf(1,eq(attr(var(16),’VTYPE’),’main’)),
8 ...
9 cf(1,in_set(var(6),var(17))),
10 cf(1,eq(attr(var(6),’PRED’),semform(’i’,0,[var(9)],[])

)),
11 cf(1,eq(attr(var(6),’OBJ’),var(9))),
12 cf(1,eq(attr(var(6),’CHECK’),var(7))),
13 cf(1,eq(attr(var(6),’PFORM’),’i’)),
14 cf(1,eq(attr(var(6),’PTYPE’),’sem’)),

Figure 4.5: A fragment of the Prolog file representing the sentence I alle
tilfelle hadde hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’.

ADJUNCT edge is pointing to (17) has c (i.e. membership) edges point-
ing to all the members of the ADJUNCT set, which in this case is only one
member: node 6.

4.2.3 Possible side effects and post-processing steps

One might wonder why some of the nodes in figures 4.4 and 4.6 remain
unconnected. There are several reasons for that. In figure 4.4 the node
32 has no in or out edges, because in the Prolog file it is only assigned
the value obl without getting any connection to the rest of the graph.
In figure 4.6 on the other hand, the nodes 74 and 75 seem to be redun-
dant, since skrive already appears in node 19 and hadde in node 0.
The explanation for them being created is as follows: there are separate
node id’s for those word forms in surfaceform and phi relations in the
Prolog file. Since there is no explicit eq or subsume relation between 74
and 19 or 75 and 0, they are not treated as aliases during conversion.
And last but not least, we do prevent blacklisted nodes from being cre-
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Figure 4.6: A graph representation of the sentence I alle tilfelle hadde
hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’.
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ated most of the time, but if they carry some information, like a feature
with a value, they still get a representation in the graph. This is due
to our implementation, while the aforementioned cases are due to the
fact that there is some redundant information in the files. The problem
is easily solved by introducing a new post-processing step that removes
nodes lacking in or out edges.

A phenomenon that also requires some post-processing of the graphs
is relative clauses. It is because its subj and obj relations are not
straightforward, as one can observe in figure 4.7 representing the sen-
tence below:

(4.3) En
a

tråd
cord

som
that

henger
hangs

ned
down

fra
from

persiennen
blind-DEF

svaier
sways

‘A cord that hangs down from the blind sways’

The subj edge from som henger is pointing to node 64, whose ntype
edge points further to another node: 66. Both of them are non-lexical,
i.e. they have no link to any of the surface forms. En tråd also has an
ntype edge pointing to node 66, but no edge is pointing directly from
som henger to en tråd. Therefore it is necessary to introduce a new
step that finds those subj and obj relations and adds a direct edge
between the nodes in question. All the remaining non-lexical nodes are
then removed, as bilexical dependency relations only hold between word
tokens. This results in the final LFGdep graph pictured in figure 4.8.
Relative clauses are a challenge, because the subj and obj relations
are hidden and, if not found, will be removed by the algorithm, since
both the subj/obj and ntype edges point to non-lexical nodes.
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Figure 4.7: An LFGdep representation of the sentence En tråd som
henger ned fra persiennen svaier ‘A cord that hangs down from the blind
sways’ before removing non-lexical nodes.
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Figure 4.8: An LFGdep representation of the sentence En tråd som
henger ned fra persiennen svaier ‘A cord that hangs down from the blind
sways’ after adding extra edges and removing non-lexical nodes.
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Chapter 5

Empirical comparison of
LFG-based dependency
graphs and enhanced UD
graphs

Since the files are converted into the general form of bilexical depen-
dency graphs, one can now reflect on the differences and similarities
between LFG-based dependency graphs and enhanced UD graphs and
what challenges these differences pose. We will continue to use the
name LFGdep to denote the dependency graphs extracted from the Pro-
log files containing the original LFG analysis. It is also important to
keep in mind that LFG and UD differ in their approach to the token-
node relation, namely that LFG supports nodes consisting of multiple
tokens, while UD does not. As a consequence, LFGdep allows multi-
ple tokens to be treated as a single node, while enhanced UD views the
token-node relation as one-to-one.

The LFGdep graphs may contain, among others, some extra subj
and obj edges that the basic UD graphs lack. Thus, we would like to
enhance the basic UD graphs with the extra LFGdep edges and even-
tually end up with enhanced UD graphs. It is therefore time to ask the
question: do we have all the information needed to convert the LFGdep
graphs to enhanced UD format? In order to find the answer to that
question, we will examine a few example sentences containing linguis-
tic phenomena that were previously mentioned in section 2.1.2 and that
are potentially challenging, because their analysis differs in basic and
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enhanced UD.

5.1 Interpretation of chosen phenomena

To make the graph representation clear we continue with the color con-
vention introduced in section 2.1.2, where black represents both basic
and enhanced edges and blue only represents enhanced edges. In case
of basic edges that are not a subset of enhanced edges, red color will be
used to emphasize that those edges will be removed in order to obtain
the enhanced UD representation.

5.1.1 Coordination

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 picture sentence (5.1) in LFGdep and enhanced UD
format accordingly.

(5.1) Hun
she

hjalp
helped

meg
me

oppi
up

og
and

oppmuntret
encouraged

meg
me

til
to

å
to

sitte
sit

oppreist
upright
‘She helped me up and encouraged me to sit upright’

Note that LFGdep treats til å sitte as a single node, which is a con-
sequence of interpreting the tokens as co-heads in LFG.

This is an example of coordination of the verbs hjalp (‘helped’) and
oppmuntret (‘encouraged’), which share the subject hun (‘she’). In addi-
tion to that, the second conjunct contains a control relation, where meg
(‘me’) is simultaneously the object of oppmuntret and the subject of sitte
(‘sit’). Notice the blue edges in figure 5.1 representing the extra edges
present in enhanced UD, as opposed to regular, black edges represent-
ing basic UD.

The two analyses look quite similar, except for a couple of aspects,
for example the root node; in UD it is the first occurring verb, while
in LFGdep it is the conjunction og (‘and’), which emphasises the equal
status of the verbs in the sentence instead of arbitrarily choosing one
of them as most prominent. As a consequence the conj relation in UD
goes from the root node verb to the other verb and has an extra cc edge
pointing to the actual conjunction, while LFGdep has two c edges, each
going from the root node conjunction directly to the verbs in question.
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Hun hjalp meg oppi og oppmuntret meg til å sitte oppreist .
she helped me up and encouraged me to sit upright .

root

nsubj obj

compound:prt

conj

cc

nsubj

xcomp

obj mark

mark

nsubj

advmod

punct

Figure 5.1: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence Hun hjalp
meg oppi og oppmuntert meg til å sitte oppreist ‘She helped me up and
encouraged me to sit upright’.

Sentence (5.2) presented below is another example of verb phrase co-
ordination with a shared subject and the second conjunct contains once
again a control relation. The first conjunct, however, is a predicative
construction, with a semantically empty copula verb, which UD ana-
lyzes as functional.

(5.2) De
they

vil
will

være
be

mange
many

og
and

kan
can

skifte
change

på
on

å
to

dra
pull

‘They will be many and can alternate in pulling’

The LFGdep analysis in figure 5.4 shows, as before, the conjunction
og (‘and’) being the root node and two c edges going from the root to the
auxiliary verbs of each verb phrase. The enhanced UD analysis in figure
5.3 on the other hand does not select the main verb være (‘be’) as the
root node, but rather introduces a copula relation from mange (‘many’)
to være ‘be’ and mange ‘many’ takes over the role of a root node. As a
result the conj relation goes from mange ‘many’ to skifte (‘alternate’),
not være ‘be’ to skifte ‘alternate’.

5.1.2 Subject and object control

The previously discussed sentence (4.2) contains an xcomp (open clausal
complement), which indicates that a predicate’s subject or object (i.e.
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Hun hjalp meg oppi og oppmuntret meg til å sitte oppreist .
she helped me up and encouraged me to sit upright .

root
c

c

adjunct c

obj
subj
topic

xcomp

obj

subj

topic

subj adjunct c

Figure 5.2: The LFGdep representation of the sentence Hun hjalp meg
oppi og oppmuntert meg til å sitte oppreist ‘She helped me up and en-
couraged me to sit upright’.

De vil vaere mange og kan skifte på å dra .
they will be many and can alternate in pulling .

root

nsubj

aux

conj

cop aux

cc

xcomp

mark

mark

punctnsubj

nsubj

Figure 5.3: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence De vil være
mange og kan skifte på å dra ‘They will be many and can alternate in
pulling’.
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De vil vaere mange og kan skifte på å dra .
they will be many and can alternate in pulling .

root

c

cxcomp
subj
topic predlink

subj

subj

topic

xcomp comp

subj

Figure 5.4: The LFGdep representation of the sentence De vil være
mange og kan skifte på å dra ‘They will be many and can alternate in
pulling’.

the controller) acts as the unexpressed subject of another predicate (i.e.
the controllee). Figure 5.6 shows the LFGdep analysis of this sentence,
while figure 5.5 displays a corresponding enhanced UD analysis.

In UD auxiliary verbs have their own relation label aux, whereas
LFG treats the relation between an auxiliary verb and the main verb
as an xcomp. One can see the aux edge going from lovet ‘promised’ to
hadde ‘had’ in the UD graph and the xcomp edge going in the oppo-
site direction in the LFGdep representation. Both formalisms however
agree on the xcomp relation from lovet to skrive ‘write’. What is different
is that the LFGdep graph has a subject relation from all the verbs to-
wards the subject, when UD excludes subject relations on the auxiliary
verbs.

One can also find an object control relation in the sentence Hun hjalp
meg oppi og oppmuntret meg til å sitte oppreist, where meg ‘me’ simul-
taneously acts as the object of oppmuntret ‘encouraged’ and the subject
of sitte ‘sit’. Both LFGdep and enhanced UD label the relation from
oppmuntret ‘encouraged’ to sitte ‘sit’ as an xcomp and, in contrast to ba-
sic UD, enhanced UD introduces an nsubj edge from sitte to meg ‘me’,
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I alle tilfelle hadde hun lovet å skrive .
in all case had she promised to write .

root

nsubj

obl

xcomp

mark

auxcase

det

punct
nsubj

Figure 5.5: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence I alle til-
felle hadde hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’.

I alle tilfelle hadde hun lovet å skrive .
in all case had she promised to write .

root
topic

subj

xcomp

subj xcomp

adjunct c

obj

subj

Figure 5.6: The LFGdep representation of the sentence I alle tilfelle
hadde hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’.

which is equivalent to LFG’s subj edge.
In the sentence De vil være mange og kan skifte på å dra the relations

between the auxiliary and main verbs follow the same pattern as before,
namely in enhanced UD they have an aux relation and in LFGdep an
xcomp relation. Nevertheless it is worth noticing that enhanced UD
(figure 5.3) interprets the relation between skifte and dra (‘pull’) as an
xcomp, while figure 5.4 shows a comp label, reflecting the annotations
in NorGramBank as of early 2018. Dyvik (p.c.), the principal NorGram-
Bank developer, has since confirmed that the choice of COMP rather
than XCOMP presents an annotation error (owed to missing lexical in-
formation in the underlying grammar), which has since been corrected.
This results in dra not having a subject relation to de (‘they’) in the
LFGdep analysis.
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5.1.3 Ellipsis

Unfortunately, the analysis of ellipsis is underdeveloped in NorGram-
Bank. We came to the conclusion that we did not have sufficient data to
perform a proper analysis of this phenomenon.

5.1.4 Relative clause

The sentence En tråd som henger ned fra persiennen svaier ‘A cord that
hangs down from the blind sways’ contains a relative clause. Intuitively,
at the level of predicate–argument structure tråd ‘cord’ fills the subject
positions of both henger ‘hangs’ and sveier ‘sways’, so one would expect
the LFGdep and enhanced UD graphs to reflect that. Figure 5.7 shows
the enhanced UD analysis, where enhanced edges are marked in blue
and basic edges in black and red (black marking the regular basic edges
and red marking the edges that had to be removed in order to convert
from basic to enhanced UD). Figure 5.8 on the other hand pictures the
LFGdep analysis.

When comparing the graphs one can notice that both enhanced UD
and LFGdep do have subject relations going from the verbs svaier and
henger to tråd, while the LFGdep analysis has additional topic and
topicrel edges pointing towards the subject. Also the acl:relcl in
enhanced UD and adjunct c in LFGdep seem to be equivalent, even
though the relationship is not exactly one-to-one, because LFG presents
a more functional approach and keeps en tråd and som henger as single
nodes (see section 5.2 below), as opposed to enhanced UD, where every
word is a separate node.

One can observe a similar pattern in the sentence (5.3) below, con-
taining two relative clauses:

(5.3) Han
he

som
who

holdt
held

hånda
hand-DEF

over
over

kvinnen
woman-DEF

som
who

var
was

tatt
taken

på
on

fersken
fresh-DEF

‘He who held his hand over the woman who was caught
red-handed’

In figures 5.10 and 5.9 there is, as expected, a subject relation
from holdt ‘held’ to han ‘he’ and from tatt ‘taken’ to kvinnen ‘the
woman’ in both LFGdep and enhanced UD. Additionally, there is an
extra topicrel edge in LFGdep and corresponding acl:relcl and
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En tråd som henger ned fra persiennen svaier .
a cord that hangs down from the blind sways .

root

det ref

acl:relcl

nsubj

nsubj

obl

case

case

nsubj

punct

Figure 5.7: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence En tråd
som henger ned fra persiennen svaier ‘A cord that hangs down from the
blind sways’.

En tråd som henger ned fra persiennen svaier .
a cord that hangs down from the blind sways .

root

adjunct c

subj

topicrel

adjunct c adjunct c obj

subj

topic

Figure 5.8: The LFGdep representation of the sentence En tråd som
henger ned fra persiennen svaier ‘A cord that hangs down from the blind
sways’.
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Han som holdt hånda over kvinnen som var tatt på fersken .
he who held the hand over the woman who was caught on the fresh .

root

nsubj

obj

obl

nsubjref

acl:relcl

case ref

acl:relcl

nsubj:pass

nsubj

punct

aux:pass

obl

case

Figure 5.9: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence Han som
holdt hånda over kvinnen som var tatt på fersken ‘He who held his hand
over the woman who was caught red-handed’.

adjunct c edges. This sentence, however, also contains passive voice
in the form of var tatt ‘was taken’. As previously seen in figure 5.2,
an auxiliary verb in enhanced UD has its own edge labeled aux (here
aux:pass since it is in passive voice) going from the main verb, while
LFGdep labels it xcomp and it goes in the opposite direction. As a con-
sequence there is a subject relation from tatt to kvinnen in both graphs,
but no relation from var to kvinnen in enhanced UD, in contrast to
LFGdep’s existing subj and topicrel edges.

5.2 LFGdep’s multi-word nodes

As one can easily see some nodes in the LFGdep’s analysis consist of
multiple words. This happens for two reasons: either the words are
a multi-word expression that is interpreted as a single token by LFG
or they are separate tokens, but considered one and the same node,
because they are co-heads in the LFG c-structure making their nodes
equivalent. Enhanced UD, on the other hand, only allows for a single
word token per node. Therefore, we will have to choose which of the co-
heading LFGdep tokens will become heads and which will become the
dependents when converting to enhanced UD. This will be discussed in
the next chapter, while in this section we take a closer look at the two
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Han som holdt hånda over kvinnen som var tatt på fersken .
he who held the hand over the woman who was caught on the fresh .

root

adjunct c

subj

topicrel adjunct c

obj obj adjunct c xcomp

subj

topicrel

adjunct c

subj

obj

Figure 5.10: The LFGdep representation of the sentence Han som holdt
hånda over kvinnen som var tatt på fersken ‘He who held his hand over
the woman who was caught red-handed’.

causes of co-heads in LFGdep. After manually looking through the data
some patterns for both cases were found.

5.2.1 Multi-word tokens

Some of the typical multi-word expressions that are treated as one to-
ken in LFG are proper nouns; usually titles, places etc., such as Sogn og
Fjordane, The Betrayal and Oprah Winfrey Show. Fixed expressions are
treated as single tokens as well. Examples of those are: i fjor ‘last year’,
for eksempel ‘for example’, lettere sagt enn gjort ‘easier said than done’
and hva pokker ‘what the hell’. This also applies to binomial pairs, a
special case of multi-word expressions. dag og natt ‘day and night’, an-
sikt til ansikt ‘face-to-face’, rett og slett ‘simply’ and ett eller annet ‘some-
thing’ are all instances of multi-word tokens in NorGram. In addition to
that there are idioms following the same pattern: lys levende ‘as large
as life’, sant for dyden ‘indeed’ and riv ruskende (galt) ‘terribly (wrong)’.

5.2.2 Multi-token nodes

Probably the most common pattern of co-headship in LFG, except for
punctuation always being attached to the root node, is a determiner
paired with a noun. Examples of that are: et system ‘a system’, hvilken
rolle ‘which role’, hver ettermiddag ‘every afternoon’, den kaninen ‘this
rabbit’, min religion ‘my religion’ and mange mennesker ‘many people’.
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An interesting case are phrases like den første konvolutten ‘the first en-
velope’, where the adjective token is a co-head together with the deter-
miner and the noun. This does not apply to regular adjectives, only the
ones that are ordinal numbers, so a phrase like den store hagen ‘the big
garden’ will be split into two nodes: den hagen ‘the garden’ and store
‘big’.

Another often repeating pattern is a pair consisting of a subordi-
nating conjunction such as før ‘before’, mens ‘while’, når ‘when’, hvor
‘where’, at ‘that’, fordi ‘because’, så ‘so’ and a verb. Similarly a relative
pronoun som ‘who’/ ‘which’/ ‘that’ that introduces a dependent clause
shares the node with the first element of the clause’s verb phrase. Co-
ordinating conjunctions like og ‘and’, eller ‘or’ and men ‘but’ only share
their node with a verb if the sentence begins with the conjunction, so
the conjunction functions as a type of discourse adverb. Correlative
conjunctions on the other hand include all of their word tokens inside
a single node. In consequence både. . . og ‘both..and’ and hverken. . . eller
‘either. . . or’ are represented as single nodes. Og ‘and’ in Norwegian can
also function as a coordinator in constructions known as pseudocoordi-
nations, which express progressive aspect. This use of og results in it
sharing the node with the first of the two verbs, like in the following ex-
amples: sto og ‘stood and’ in sentence (5.4), satt og ‘sat and’ in sentence
(5.5) and ligger og ‘lie and’ in sentence (5.6).

(5.4) Han
he

stod
stood

alene
alone

ved
by

vannet
water-DEF

og
and

speidet
scouted

‘He stood alone by the water scouting’

(5.5) Jeg
I

satt
sat

og
and

gaplo
laughed out loud

40
40

ganger
times

av
at

den
the

samme
same

vitsen
joke-DEF

‘I sat laughing out loud 40 times at the same joke’

(5.6) (...) du
you

ligger
lie

og
and

sover
sleep

på
on

brystet
chest-DEF

mitt
my

(...)

‘you lie sleeping on my breast’

One can also observe that all the example sentences, that we com-
pared the LFGdep and enhanced UD graphs for, contain a node that
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consists of an infinitive marker å ‘to’ together with a verb in its infi-
nite form and optionally a preposition, such as til ‘to’, om ‘about’, av
‘of ’ or på ‘at’/ ‘on’. Another situation, in which prepositions share their
nodes, is when a prepositional phrase is an argument governed by a
predicate. Examples of that are så på henne ‘looked at her’ in sentence
(5.7), snakke med Frodesen ‘talk to Frodesen’ in sentence (5.8), ventet
på det svaret ‘waited for this answer’ in sentence (5.9) and oppfunnet av
mennesker ‘invented by people’ in sentence (5.10).

(5.7) De
they

så
looked

på
at

henne
her

‘They looked at her’

(5.8) Han
he

fikk
got

snakke
talk

med
with

Frodesen
Frodesen

‘He got to talk to Frodesen’

(5.9) I
in

en
one

uke
week

har
has

hun
she

ventet
waited

på
for

det
this

svaret
answer-DEF

‘She has been waiting for this answer for a week’

(5.10) Jeg
I

tror
think

Gud
God

er
is

oppfunnet
invented

av
by

mennesker
people

‘I think God is invented by people’

Prepositions that are part of phrasal verbs, on the other hand, are co-
heads with the verb, like in så ut ‘looked like’, synke sammen ‘crumple
up’, rykket ut ‘dispatched’. And last, but not least, some multi-word
expressions such as tok for gitt ‘took for granted’ are also co-heads and
thus share a node in the LFG analysis.

5.3 Summary

So far we have learned the difference between the LFG and UD rep-
resentations (as well as other dependency variations), reviewed exist-
ing treebanks for Norwegian and compared existing approaches to con-
version from LFG to dependencies (and UD specifically). Then, we de-
scribed in detail the format of the input data (NorGramBank) needed for
conversion, as well as the technical aspects of our implementation. We
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outlined our conversion procedure from LFG to LFGdep by explaining
both the basic steps and post-processing steps together with any side
effects. We then proceeded to compare the newly obtained LFGdep rep-
resentation with our objective, the enhanced UD, by choosing examples
containing linguistic phenomena that are known to differ in basic and
enhanced UD. We learned that there is a lot of overlap between LFGdep
and enhanced UD, especially regarding additional subject and object
relations needed to enhance basic UD graphs, which looks promising
when going to the last stage of conversion.
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Chapter 6

Combining LFGdep and
basic UD

In this chapter we will compare the use of different information sources
in order to enhance the basic UD graph. Firstly, we will present a
method for enhancing the basic UD graphs with relations from the
LFGdep graphs. To create an enhanced representation of UD with this
method we will need the LFGdep graphs previously obtained from Nor-
GramBank and the basic UD graphs that we will obtain from the Nor-
wegian UD treebank. This way we can enrich the existing basic UD gold
standard analysis instead of creating whole new graphs from scratch,
which would leave more room for error and be more time-consuming.
Secondly, we will try to enhance the basic UD graphs without the help
of LFGdep and compare the results. Since this is only a pilot project
for the time being, we will not attempt to perform a full conversion to
enhanced UD, but rather choose one, frequent phenomenon – control –
and leave the other phenomena for future projects. We will also discuss
the necessary pre-processing of the LFGdep graphs and properties that
pose a challenge for our conversion procedure.

6.1 Data format

The Norwegian UD treebank provides its data in CoNLL-U format. The
CoNLL-U format supports three types of lines: comment lines beggin-
ning with a # sign, blank lines indicating the end of a sentence and word
lines split into ten tab-separated columns. A fragment of a CoNLL-U file
is shown in figure 6.1. It represents the first sentence of Norwegian UD:
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1 # sent_id = 000001
2 # text = Lam og piggvar på bryllupsmenyen
3 1 Lam lam NOUN _ Definite=Ind|Gender=Neut|Number=

Sing 0 root _ _
4 2 og og CCONJ _ _ 3 cc _ _
5 3 piggvar piggvar NOUN _ Definite=Ind|Gender=Masc

|Number=Sing 1 conj _ _
6 4 på på SCONJ _ _ 5 mark _ _
7 5 bryllupsmenyen bryllupsmeny NOUN _ Definite=Def

|Gender=Masc|Number=Sing 1 xcomp _ _

Figure 6.1: A fragment of the CoNLL-U file representing the sentence
Lam og piggvar på bryllupsmenyen ‘Lamb and turbot on the wedding
menu’.

(6.1) Lam
lamb

og
and

piggvar
turbot

på
on

bryllupsmenyen
wedding menu-DEF

‘Lamb and turbot on the wedding menu’

Each sentence analysis starts with two comments: the sentence id
and the sentence text. Thereafter the word lines follow, one per token.
The columns represent the id of the token, word form, lemma, universal
part-of-speech tag (following the UD standard), language-specific part-
of-speech tag, morphological features (also defined by UD), head of the
token, universal dependency relation, a list of enhanced dependency re-
lations and miscellaneous annotation, respectively. Any of these values,
except for token id, may be left unspecified, which is denoted with an
underscore. Which values remain unspecified is treebank-dependent.
As one can see in figure 6.1, in Norwegian UD the unspecified values
are language-specific part-of-speech tags and enhanced dependency re-
lations (as one would expect, since Norwegian UD only provides basic
UD analysis). The last column is also unspecified in this particular sen-
tence. However, in case of tokens that are not followed by a space (which
is the regular separator for tokens in UD), but for example punctuation,
the column is labeled with SpaceAfter=No. Since our example has no
punctuation, this column is unspecified for all tokens; otherwise the la-
bel SpaceAfter=No would apply to the token preceding punctuation.
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Figure 6.2: A graph representation of the sentence Lam og piggvar på
bryllupsmenyen ‘Lamb and turbot on wedding menu’ extracted from the
CoNLL-U file.

This is only a remnant of the tokenization process and is not relevant
for our project.

We will now use the first token from figure 6.1, Lam, as an example.
It has id 1, lemma lam and its part of speech is NOUN. As mentioned
before, it has no language-specific part-of-speech tag, but it has morpho-
logical features Definite=Ind|Gender=Neut|Number=Sing specify-
ing that it is an indefinite, neutral, singular noun. Furthermore it has
a root relation with the (virtual) head 0. As expected, no enhanced
dependency relations or additional annotation are specified.

To make the structure of the CoNLL-U format clearer, we show a
simplified graph representation (figure 6.2) of the information encoded
in the CoNLL-U file (figure 6.1). In the graph each node consists of
a token id and a corresponding word form, while each directed edge
represents a universal dependency relation from one token to another.
Using the token Lam as an example once again, one can see that its id is
1, while its head is a node with id 0 and a relation root. Unsurprisingly,
node 0 has no word token or any other properties, e.g. a part-of-speech
tag, because there is no word line with the id 0 in the CoNLL-U file; the
node’s only function is pointing out the root node, which in this case is
1 Lam.
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6.2 Enhancement strategy

The general idea behind our enhancement stategy is to combine two
graphs (basic UD and LFGdep) and create a third one by rewriting
the basic UD graph, i.e. adding or removing edges. The details of the
method chosen for enriching basic UD graphs are as follows: firstly, for
each sentence found in NorGramBank, we follow the necessary steps to
create an LFGdep graph representation of that sentence (as described
in section 4.2.2). Secondly, we inspect Norwegian UD’s CoNLL-U file
containing all the sentences with their basic UD analyses and try to
find a sentence that corresponds to the LFGdep sentence. Then we cre-
ate two copies of the basic UD graph representation: one actual basic
UD and one that will become the final enhanced UD graph after apply-
ing changes. The graphs have a format shown in figure 6.2; the node
labels provide the token id and word form, while the edges are labeled
with universal dependency relations between the nodes. All other in-
formation found in the CoNLL-U file is discarded, because we do not
(currently) base the conversion on parts of speech or morphological fea-
tures.

Now that we have created three graphs for each sentence (LFGdep,
basic UD and to-be-enhanced UD), we can proceed to combine the
LFGdep and basic UD representations in order to obtain enhanced UD
graphs. Before we do that, though, we need to make sure that both
LFGdep and basic UD are equal on the token level, i.e. that both graphs
contain identical token nodes. This might not be the case for a couple of
reasons, for example because LFGdep’s nodes might correspond to mul-
tiple surface forms, as explained in section 5.2. Because of that, some
pre-processing of the LFGdep graphs needs to be performed. This way
we can easily compare the existing relations in LFGdep and basic UD
and in the end create the enhanced UD representation.

6.2.1 Pre-processing of the LFGdep graph

In this section we will review all challenges we came across when try-
ing to establish the token alignment between LFGdep and basic UD in a
given sentence. This includes tokens that have multiple surface forms,
mismatch in the token alignment, missing tokens in LFGdep and sen-
tence mismatch.
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Multi-word nodes

Of all the challenges multi-word nodes are easiest to notice. We have
already seen a couple of sentences that contain this kind of nodes in
section 5.1. As an example we will use the previously introduced sen-
tence I alle tilfelle hadde hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to
write’. For convenience, its LFGdep graph is repeated in figure 6.3. One
can see that it contains three multi-word nodes: 9 alle tilfelle, 0 hadde
. and 19 å skrive. Note that this time the graph is generated by the
Graphviz package as a result of reading in the Prolog file and creating
the graph structure, as opposed to the manually constructed graph in
figure 5.6 in the previous chapter. This way we can track the changes
happening to the actual graph structure generated by our program.

To solve the problem of multi-word nodes, we simply use the whites-
pace character as a delimiter. For each node in LFGdep, we check if
its surface form contains whitespace and split it into separate tokens if
it does (the only exception for this rule are whitespace-separated num-
bers, e.g. 10 000, which have to be kept as one token). Then we create
a new node for each new token, copy all dependency relations going to
and from the original node and apply them to each of the newly created
nodes. We also update the character offset for each node by including
the token’s length in the character span information. At the same time
we remove the original node containing multiple surface forms.

In addition to splitting nodes, we also rename their node ids. To be
able to align the LFGdep nodes with the basic UD nodes, we need to
make sure that the node ids match as well. Basic UD uses a simple
numbering convention, where each node is assigned an id that equals
the token’s position in the sentence, e.g. Lam from the previous example
(figure 6.1) is the first token of the whole sentence and is, thus, given id
1. LFGdep, on the other hand, obtains its node ids from the Prolog file,
which seems to not consider the token’s position in the sentence when
assigning it an id. For that reason, we decided to rename all LFGdep
node ids so that one can easily see the word order of the sentence when
studying the graph and to make it easier to compare it to the basic UD
representation. In order to do that, we sorted all tokens according to
their character offset and assigned them numbers in ascending order
beginning with 1.

Figure 6.4 shows the graph for the sentence I alle tilfelle hadde hun
lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’ after splitting the
multi-word nodes. When comparing figures 6.3 and 6.4, we can see that
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Figure 6.3: The LFGdep representation of the sentence I alle tilfelle
hadde hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’ before split-
ting the multi-word nodes alle tilfelle, hadde . and å skrive.

Figure 6.4: The LFGdep representation of the sentence I alle tilfelle
hadde hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’ after split-
ting the multi-word nodes alle tilfelle, hadde . and å skrive.
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Figure 6.5: The LFGdep representation of the sentence Lam og piggvar
på bryllupsmenyen ‘Lamb and turbot on wedding menu’.

alle tilfelle is now split into alle and tilfelle and both nodes have an
OBJ relation going from I. Similarly, since å skrive originally has an
incoming XCOMP and outgoing SUBJ relation, the new graph has two
separate nodes, å and skrive, that both have a copy of those relations.
The same pattern can be observed when comparing hadde . before and
after splitting the node. There is also a difference in node id numbers
before and after the pre-processing; the ids now follow the actual word
order in the sentence instead of representing arbitrary numbers.

Sentence mismatch

When looking for matching sentences in LFGdep and basic UD we no-
ticed that the LFGdep strings sometimes contain extra or simply differ-
ent punctuation compared to basic UD strings. An example of this is the
very first sentence of this chapter: Lam og piggvar på bryllupsmenyen
‘Lamb and turbot on the wedding menu’. Figure 6.5 shows the LFGdep
graph for this sentence. Although the number of nodes is the same as in
figure 6.2 illustrating the basic UD graph, one can see that their tokens
are different: the basic UD contains an extra node 0 with no word token,
while LFGdep has an extra node 6 |. The 0 node is present in all basic
UD graphs and its only function is to point out the root node. LFGdep
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does not have that kind of node (and formally will often take the form
of a multi-rooted graph), but we only compare lexical nodes (from 1 and
upwards) and the 0 node is consequently ignored. However, the extra 6
| node is a part of the original sentence string and is therefore treated
as a separate token. It is clear though that both graphs aim to show an
analysis of the same sentence, as the only difference in the string is the
extra |. This symbol is not common in written text and its function in
the original NDT annotations (see section 3.1.1) was to mark headings;
however, in the conversion from NDT to Norwegian UD, these mark-
ings have been suppressed. Other examples of similar types of token
mismatch are shown below:

(6.2) Men
but

så
then

er
is

ikke
not

bryllupet
wedding-DEF

mellom
between

Haakon
Haakon

og
and

Mette-Marit
Mette-Marit

hverdagskost
everyday occurrence

<COMMA>
<COMMA>

det
this

heller.
either.

‘But then the wedding between Haakon og Mette-Marit is not an
everyday occurrence either’

(6.3) Ytrefilet
sirloin

av
of

norsk
Norwegian

lam,
lamb,

[kremet
[creamy

kantarell
chanterelle

i
in

nepe,
turnip,

[bakt
[baked

minisquash,
mini zucchini,

[lettrøkte
[lightly smoked

rødbeter,
beetroots,

[rissolepoteter
[rissole potatoes

og
and

rosmarinsjy]]]].
rosemary gravy]]]].

‘Sirloin of Norwegian lamb, creamy chanterelle in turnip, baked
baby zucchini, lightly smoked beetroots, rissole potatoes and
rosemary gravy.’

The first example sentence (6.2) has an extra <COMMA> token that
is probably a placeholder for a missing comma, while the second sen-
tence (6.3) has a couple of additional [ and ] brackets that seem to be
marking clause boundaries. Those extra symbols have been manually
inserted by the developers of NorGramBank, probably to aid the parser,
and are not truly part of the sentence, but rather a side effect of the
technique used. What is more, sentence (6.3) is not identical to the Nor-
wegian UD’s corresponding sentence (6.4) even when ignoring all the
extra [’s and ]’s:

(6.4) Ytrefilet
sirloin

av
of

norsk
Norwegian

lam,
lamb,

kremet
creamy

kantareller
chanterelles

i
in
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nepe,
turnip,

bakt
baked

minisquash,
mini zucchini,

lettrøkte
lightly smoked

rødbeter,
beetroots,

rissolepoteter
rissole potatoes

og
and

rosmarinsjy.
rosemary gravy.

‘Sirloin of Norwegian lamb, creamy chanterelles in turnip, baked
baby zucchini, lightly smoked beetroots, rissole potatoes and
rosemary gravy.’

If one takes a closer look, one can notice that the original kantareller
‘chanterelles’ becomes singular kantarell ‘chanterelle’. This is because
the creators of NorGramBank decided to correct obvious language mis-
takes present in the text. Norwegian UD, on the other hand, keeps the
text raw and offers an analysis of the original sentences.

Another example of string mismatch is sentence (6.5):

(6.5) Deretter
thereafter

fulgte
followed

«Turbot
«Turbot

au
au

Four
Four

-
-

purée
purée

de
de

chou-fleur».
chou-fleur».
‘Thereafter followed «Turbot au Four - purée de chou-fleur».’

Even though this sentence does not contain any extra symbols com-
pared to Norwegian UD, it differs in the way it represents quotation;
NorGramBank uses angle quotes « and » that are the primary quotation
marks in Norwegian, while Norwegian UD has converted to a different
quoting convention with " at the start and at the end of a quote.

In attempt to solve the problem of mismatched sentence strings, we
decided to ignore characters presented in the list below:

(6.6) !"#$%&’()*+,./\:;<=>?@[]ˆ-‘{|}˜«»

when checking for equality of the sentence strings in LFGdep and basic
UD. Additionally, we ignore any tokens beginning with < and ending
with >, like <COMMA> in sentence (6.2). This way we ensure that nei-
ther the manually inserted characters nor the different quoting conven-
tion interfere with the process of analyzing the equality of sentences.
As a consequence, sentences (6.2) and (6.5) are treated as equal to their
basic UD counterparts. Unfortunately, we found no way to easily iden-
tify corresponding sentences, where the words themselves were altered,
like in sentence (6.3). Defining a general rule for this kind of modifica-
tion is impractical and beyond the scope of this project. Thus, a handful
of sentences were discarded and are not part of the enhancing process.
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Token alignment

We now made sure that all nodes only contain one word token each and
that the LFGdep and basic UD sentences are identical, except for the
ignored symbols in the list 6.6. But unfortunately that does not mean
that the token identifiers in both graphs are aligned. We will also have
to deal with potential token mismatch in case any characters from list
6.6 appear in the sentence, as they will be represented as nodes in the
LFGdep graph, but not necessarily in basic UD.

To show how the alignment process works we will use sentence (6.2):
Men så er ikke bryllupet mellom Haakon og Mette-Marit hverdagskost
<COMMA> det heller ‘But then the wedding between Haakon and
Mette-Marit is not an everyday occurrence either’ as an example. Fig-
ures 6.6 and 6.7 present the LFGdep and basic UD graphs for this sen-
tence accordingly. Figure 6.8 on the other hand shows the process of
node comparison.

First of all, we examine nodes in LFGdep and basic UD simultane-
ously according to their ids (in ascending order starting from 1). One
can see this in figure 6.8, where each row represents two nodes being
compared. We check if the tokens are identical and if not, we try to lo-
cate the basic UD token in the LFGdep graph by advancing the LFGdep
node id by 1 and comparing the UD token to consecutive LFGdep tokens
until we find a match. Corresponding tokens that are found in this way
are saved to a list as a pair of ids and the alignment check continues
with the altered id numbers, while tokens with no match are simply
skipped. One can see that in our table in figure 6.8 node 11 triggers this
action; here basic UD’s det is paired with LFGdep’s <COMMA>. Since
<COMMA> is not equal to det, our program keeps searching for this to-
ken in LFGdep’s graph. As one can see in the following row, det is found
in LFGdep’s node 12 and the alignment process continues uninterrupt-
edly after that.

In case of unwanted extra characters in an LFGdep graph, as seen
above, those are ignored and the correct UD and LFGdep tokens are
paired together, so that we can find the correct alignment when manip-
ulating the graphs later. Unfortunately, we will occasionally encounter
UD tokens that did not find their match in LFGdep and they end up
being ignored as well. An example of that is sentence:

(6.7) I går
yesterday

antydet
suggested

han
he

[
[

at
that

slike
such

langsiktige
long-term

kan
can
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Figure 6.7: The basic UD representation of the sentence Men så er ikke
bryllupet mellom Haakon og Mette-Marit hverdagskost <COMMA> det
heller ‘But then the wedding between Haakon og Mette-Marit is not an
everyday occurrence either’.

Basic id Basic token LFGdep id LFGdep token
1 Men 1 Men
2 så 2 så
3 er 3 er
4 ikke 4 ikke
5 bryllupet 5 bryllupet
6 mellom 6 mellom
7 Haakon 7 Haakon
8 og 8 og
9 Mette-Marit 9 Mette-Marit
10 hverdagskost 10 hverdagskost
11 det 11 <COMMA>
11 det 12 det
12 heller 13 heller
13 . 14 .

Figure 6.8: A table showing the node comparison between basic UD and
LFGdep.
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brukes
be used

til
to

å
to

sikre
secure

[
[

Fr.p.-støtte
Fr.p.-support

for
for

budsjettet
budget-DEF

]
]

,
,

[
[

selv om]
even though]

partiet
party-DEF

ikke
not

er
is

fornøyd
satisfied

med
with

[
[the

de
numbers-DEF

tallene
that

som
are served

serveres]]
]].

.

‘Yesterday he suggested that such long-term can be used to secure
Fr.p.'s support for the budget, even though the party is not
satisfied with the numbers being served.’

The challenging part of this sentence is the phrase Fr.p.-støtte ‘Fr.p.'s
support’, which is a single node in UD, but in LFGdep it is split into Fr.p.
and -støtte, mirroring the original LFG analysis from the Prolog file. Be-
cause the tokens do not match, our program will ignore the UD node,
which will not be considered when enhancing the graph. This can poten-
tially lead to some enhanced edges not being produced, but we decided
not to look for any solution to this problem as it would be complex and
time-consuming. Fortunately, we did not find many sentences of this
type.

Missing tokens

In some cases the difficulty with token alignment is not directly con-
nected to token mismatch, but rather tokens that are missing. Ideally
we would like all tokens to be present, but regrettably we found a couple
of LFGdep graphs that had single nodes missing. One of them, shown
in figure 6.9, represents the sentence:

(6.8) Henriette
Henriette

Brekke
Brekke

svømte
swam

også
also

A-finale
A-finals

lørdag,
Saturday,

og
and

ble
became

nummer
number

sju
seven

på
at

50
50

meter
meters

fri.
free.

‘Henriette Brekke also swam A-finals on Saturday and became
number seven at 50 meters free.’

The lacking node is 15 fri. As a result, nodes with id 13 and 14 are
not connected to the rest of the graph. One might wonder what could
possibly be the explanation for that. As a matter of fact, we have already
seen a similar example that can help us determine the cause; back in
section 4.2.2 we encountered a graph that had some loosely hanging
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nodes, i.e. a graph fragment not connected by either incoming or outgo-
ing edges to the rest of the graph.. We have then explained in section
4.2.3 that this was due to multiple node ids referring to the same token
in the Prolog file, but with no eq or subsume relation between them.
The problem with missing tokens seems to have the same origin: multi-
ple nodes pointing to the same token without explicitly pointing to each
other. In the Prolog file for sentence (4.2) I alle tilfelle hadde hun lovet å
skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’ there are two different nodes
connected to the surface form hadde ‘had’ and one of them is removed in
the end, because it has no in or out edges. The difference is that in the
Prolog file for sentence (6.8) there is only one node connected to the sur-
face form fri and since it is not connected to the rest of the graph, it is
removed together with any other isolated nodes. Even though there are
two more nodes in the Prolog file that correspond to the token fri, none
of them is directly connected to the surface form. Since we found no
straightforward way to identify such hidden aliases a handful of graphs
remain uncompete.

After all of the pre-processing of the LFGdep graphs and finding the
alignment of the basic UD and LFGdep tokens for each sentence, we can
now define a set of rewrite rules over LFGdep and basic UD graphs to
enhanced UD.

6.2.2 Rewrite rules

In order to enhance the basic graph, we consider the specific language
phenomena discussed in section 5.1 once again and define a set of
rewrite rules based on the differences in graph structure in basic ver-
sus enhanced UD. The rules are either conditioning rules, where the
presence of certain labels works as a trigger, or filtering rules, where
potential edges are not produced based on a number of factors. We will
present our rewrite rules in a kind of graph matching pattern language,
using uppercase identifiers as logical variables over graph nodes. To
avoid confusion, we will mark the nodes with superscripts L, B and E
for LFGdep, basic UD and enhanced UD respectively, i.e. XL for node X
in the LFGdep graph, XB for the node in basic UD and similarly XE for
enhanced UD.
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Control

As we have previously established, control relations are indicated in
both LFG and UD with an xcomp relation and the weakness of basic
UD is the lack of explicit edges for the predicate with an unexpressed
subject. Therefore, our first step is identifying those relations by finding
node and edge combinations following the pattern:

(6.9) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL

found in the LFGdep graph, or alternatively:

(6.10) XB nsubj←−−− Y B xcomp−−−−→ ZB

found in the basic UD graph. We would, then, like to add the edge:

(6.11) Y E nsubj−−−→ ZE

to the enhanced copy of the UD graph for the LFGdep-based approach
and:

(6.12) XE nsubj←−−− ZE

for the basic-UD-based approach, accordingly. We will first focus on
LFGdep’s XCOMP label as a trigger, then move to basic UD’s xcomp and
compare the results. The enhanced edges produced by our rules are
highlighted in blue.

LFGdep’s XCOMP We will represent the rewriting process sketched
above (using LFGdep as the trigger) as the following abstract rule:

(6.13) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ⇒ Y E nsubj−−−→ ZE

When applying this rule to the previously seen sentence I alle tilfelle
hadde hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’, the rule
adds an extra nsubj edge from enhanced UD’s node Y to node Z based
on the fact that in LFGdep (shown in figure 6.10) there exists an XCOMP
edge from node X to node Y and an explicit SUBJ edge from node Y to
node Z.

Figure 6.11 shows the graph generated after applying rule (6.13).
When comparing the graph to our (manually constructed) gold stan-
dard enhanced UD graph in figure 6.12 (copied from chapter 5.1.2 for
convenience) one can see that, although it gained some nsubj edges, it
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Figure 6.10: The LFGdep graph for the sentence I alle tilfelle hadde hun
lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’.

Figure 6.11: The candidate enhanced UD graph after applying rule
(6.13) to the sentence I alle tilfelle hadde hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she
had promised to write’. The candidate enhanced edges are highlighted
in blue.
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I alle tilfelle hadde hun lovet å skrive .
in all case had she promised to write .

root

nsubj

obl

xcomp

mark

auxcase

det

punct
nsubj

Figure 6.12: The enhanced UD representation of the sentence I alle
tilfelle hadde hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to write’.
The enhanced edges are highlighted in blue.

is still different from the graph that we are aiming for. The gold stan-
dard graph has only one extra nsubj edge (from skrive ‘write’ to hun
‘she’), while our candidate enhanced UD graph has two extra nsubj
edges (from skrive ‘write’ to hun ‘she’ and from å ‘to’ to hun ‘she’). This
is because å ‘to’ and skrive ‘write’ are co-heads in LFGdep, which we
had to split into separate tokens during pre-processing in section 6.2.1.
In the process, we kept all the relations of the original token, so it is
no wonder that they both gained new edges. It is, however, not the re-
sult we wanted, so we refine rule (6.13) by blocking out candidate target
nodes pointed to by a mark edge, which denotes infinitival markers, in
the basic UD graph:

(6.14) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B mark−−−→ Y B)⇒ Y E nsubj−−−→ ZE

After applying rule (6.14) the candidate graph is identical to the gold
standard enhanced UD graph. However, since refining rule (6.14) is con-
nected to LFG’s co-headship, we decided to inspect a couple more graphs
to see whether there were other instances of this phenomenon that fre-
quently disrupted our enhancement procedure. We found multiple ad-
ditional types of nodes that require modifications to our rewrite rules,
where most of them involve blocking out specific edge labels pointing to
specific nodes. We will now show examples of graphs containing those
relations and define the contents of two sets of edge labels: F, which
represents the filter set of edge labels pointing to node Y and G, which
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Figure 6.13: The candidate enhanced UD graph after applying rule
(6.14) to the sentence I 100 år er Nobels Fredspris blitt delt ut ‘For
100 years, the Nobel Peace Prize has been awarded’. The candidate
enhanced edges are highlighted in blue.

represents the set of edge labels pointing to node Z. Then we will move
on to other necessary modifications for our rewrite rules.

The first two labels that we will add to the set F (which so far only
contains mark) are compoundprt and auxpass. Figure 6.13 shows the
candidate enhanced UD graph for the sentence:

(6.15) I
in

100
100

år
years

er
is

Nobels Fredspris
Nobel Peace Prize

blitt
become

delt
share

ut.
out.

‘For 100 years, the Nobel Peace Prize has been awarded.’

As one can see, the two candidate enhanced edges have labels
compoundprt and auxpass. The compoundprt label is used in UD
to denote a particular form of multiword expressions: particle verbs. An
example of that in sentence 6.15 is delt ut ‘awarded’. Since delt already
has a subject relation to Nobels ‘Nobel's’, the relation from ut is unde-
sirable. Auxiliaries, on the other hand, regardless of whether they are
in active (aux) or passive form (auxpass), are never assigned an nsubj
edge, as this relation is reserved for the main verb they are dependent
of. Therefore, both aux and auxpass are added to set F.
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Figure 6.14: The LFG graph for the sentence Stoltenberg fikk vite
om fødselen og barnets navn, Leah Isadora, i lunsjpausen under Ap-
landsmøtet fredag ‘Stoltenberg learned about the birth and the child's
name, Leah Isadora, during lunch break during Ap's national meeting’.
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Another label that will be added to set F is punct, because in UD
punctuation cannot have dependents. In LFG, however, punctuation
can in some cases share the node with another token, which will lead to
both tokens having the same relations to other nodes after converting
to LFGdep and splitting them. An example of that is shown in figure
6.14, which shows the LFG graph for the sentence:

(6.16) Stoltenberg
Stoltenberg

fikk
got

vite
know

om
about

fødselen
birth-DEF

og
and

barnets
child-DEF's

navn,
name,

Leah
Leah

Isadora,
Isadora,

i
in

lunsjpausen
lunch break-DEF

under
during

Ap-landsmøtet
Ap's national meeting-DEF

fredag.
Friday.

‘Stoltenberg learned about the birth and the child's name, Leah
Isadora, during lunch break during Ap's national meeting.’

As one can see, node 463 contains both vite ‘know’ and a comma.
Stoltenberg is the subject of this node and, as a consequence, be-
comes the subject of both vite ‘know’ and comma after conversion to
LFGdep. This results further in both nodes obtaining a subject relation
to Stoltenberg in enhanced UD; this is shown in figure 6.15. After
adding punct to set F, no enhanced edges are produced for this sen-
tence.

We also add case to set F, because nodes pointed to by this relation
are always dependents of the element they attach to.

The set F is ultimately defined as:

(6.17) F = {mark, case, punct, compoundprt, aux, auxpass}

We will now review a set of edge labels pointing to node Z that need
to be blocked out.

The first case is label det and the co-headship of a noun and a de-
terminer; figure 6.17 shows the sentence:

(6.18) Ingen
no

regjeringskonstellasjon
government constellation

har
has

tidligere
previously

overlatt
left

denne
this

posisjonen
position-DEF

til
to

et
a

opposisjonsparti.
opposition party.

‘No government constellation has previously left this position to
an opposition party.’
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after applying rule (6.14), while figure 6.16 shows the correspond-
ing LFGdep graph. This sentence involves control in the LFG analysis,
where (unlike in UD) the auxiliary is treated as a subject control predi-
cate. As one can see, overlatt ‘left’ has two subjects in the candidate en-
hanced UD graph: Ingen ‘No’ and regjeringskonstellasjon ‘government
constellation’. The nsubj relation from overlatt ‘left’ to Ingen ‘No’ is
undesirable, since overlatt ‘left’ already has a subject and we generally
do not want determiners to be subjects, because they are dependents of
nouns in UD. det is therefore added to set G.

Modifiers are another of our challenges, since they are often co-heads
with the noun. Figure 6.18 shows the LFG and candidate enhanced UD
graphs for the sentence:

(6.19) Fattigdom
poverty

starter
starts

med
with

at
that

ett
one

eneste
only

barn
child

ikke
not

får
get

oppfylt
fulfilled

sin
its

grunnleggende
fundamental

rett
right

til
to

utdannelse.
education.

‘Poverty begins with the fact that one child does not meet its
fundamental right to education.’

The only enhanced edge in figure 6.18 is the nsubj edge going from
oppfylt ‘fullfilled’ to eneste ‘only’. But as a matter of fact, we would like to
get no enhanced edges for this graph at all. This is because it presents
another example of the mismatch between the range of what is ana-
lyzed as control constructions in LFG vs. UD, viz. the treatment of aux-
iliaries. Albeit not originally motivated by this mismatch, our extended
filtering approach based on sets F and G turns out to address this need
for adjustment of the core syntactic structure between the two frame-
works. As one can see in the LFG graph, barn ‘child’ and eneste ‘only’
originally share a node. For this reason they are both assigned as the
subject of oppfylt ‘fullfilled’. barn ‘child’, however, already has an incom-
ing nsubj edge from oppfylt ‘fullfilled’ in basic UD, so the edge pointing
to eneste ‘only’ is undesired. Thus, we add nummod (numeric modifier)
to set G. The nmod (nominal modifier) label is also added, since sin ‘its’
and rett ‘right’ share a node and in case of a control relation we would
end up with two separate nsubj edges instead of only one pointing to
rett ‘right’. amod (adjectival modifier) is added to set G as well, because
even though the adjective grunnleggende ‘fundamental’ is not co-heads
with the noun rett ‘right’ in this sentence, we have previously seen ex-
amples of the adjective-noun pair being co-heads in LFG (as described
in section 5.2.2).
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Figure 6.18: Graph representation of the sentence Fattigdom starter
med at ett eneste barn ikke får oppfylt sin grunnleggende rett til utdan-
nelse ‘Poverty begins with the fact that one child does not meet its fun-
damental right to education’: LFG on the top and candidate enhanced
UD, after applying rule (6.14), on the bottom. The candidate enhanced
edges are highlighted in blue.
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Figure 6.20: The candidate enhanced UD graph for the sentence frag-
ment Statsminister Kjell Magne Bondevik (Kr.F.) fikk høre nyheten
‘Prime Minister Kjell Magne Bondevik (Kr.F.) heard the news’. The can-
didate enhanced edges are highlighted in blue.

Last but not least, we exclude punctuation when enhancing the
graph, because in UD punctuation is never the subject and we would
like to avoid unwanted nsubj edges, like in the candidate enhanced
UD graph for sentence fragment (6.20), shown in figure 6.20.

(6.20) Statsminister
Prime Minister

Kjell
Kjell

Magne
Magne

Bondevik
Bondevik

(Kr.F.)
(Kr.F.)

fikk
got

høre
hear

nyheten
news-DEF

‘Prime Minister Kjell Magne Bondevik (Kr.F.) heard the news’

This graph has three unwanted edges, namely nsubj going from
høre ‘hear’ to (, ) and to Bondevik. The reason for them being analyzed
as subjects is, again, the fact that LFG treats the three tokens Bondevik,
( and ) as co-heads, while UD sees the parenthesis as dependents of
Kr.F., with their own relation punct. One might wonder, though, why
the nsubj edge goes to Bondevik at all. This is because LFG and UD
differ in the way they analyze the relations between multiple tokens of
a proper noun in LFGdep and UD. While LFGdep makes the last token
the head of the whole proper noun (as one can see in figure 6.19), UD
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does the opposite and makes the first token the head and the other its
dependents. In this case, we have to not only add punct to set G to
exclude punctuation from the role of the subject, but also define a new
rule in case of a flatname edge, so that the subject relation is redirected
from dependent Bondevik to head Kjell. The result is two new, refined
rules:

(6.21) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B F−→ Y B) ∧ ¬(QB G−→ ZB) ∧
¬(TB flatname−−−−−−→ ZB)⇒ Y E nsubj−−−→ ZE

and

(6.22) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B F−→ Y B) ∧ ¬(QB G−→ ZB) ∧
TB

flatname−−−−−−→ ZB ⇒ Y E nsubj−−−→ TE

where the set G is defined as follows:

(6.23) G = {det, punct, amod, nmod, nummod}

and set F as defined before in (6.17). This way we have a rule in case
the flatname label is present (6.22) and in case it is absent (6.21).

The rules looks promising, but we will check them against one of the
previously introduced examples: De vil være mange og kan skifte på å
dra ‘They will be many and can alternate in pulling’. Its gold standard
enhanced UD graph is also copied from chapter 5.1.2 to make it easier
to compare graphs and placed in figure 6.21 together with the equiva-
lent LFGdep graph. Note that here we assume the corrected graph, as
discussed in section 5.1.2. It now contains the previously missing XCOMP
relation and, accordingly, three SUBJ edges: from på, å and dra to De.

We will now discuss the result of applying rule (6.21) to this sen-
tence, which is shown in figure 6.22. The new nsubj edges that we
were expecting are from skifte ‘alternate’ to De ‘they’ and from dra ‘pull’
to De ‘they’. We also expected no nsubj edges from på ‘to’ and å ‘to’,
given they have an incoming mark relation, which disqualifies them as
potential heads of an nsubj relation. Our expectations were correct, but
there is also one unwanted nsubj edge from være ‘be’ to De ‘they’. The
reason for that is the difference between LFG’s and UD’s interpretation
of copula constructions; for LFG være ‘be’ is the head of mange ‘many’,
while in UD it is the opposite. This situation is comparable with the
discrepancy between NDT and Norwegian UD concerning copula con-
structions, as described in section 3.1.1. Additionally, UD has its own,
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De vil vaere mange og kan skifte på å dra .
they will be many and can alternate in pulling .

root

nsubj

aux

conj

cop aux

cc

xcomp

mark

mark

punctnsubj

nsubj

Figure 6.21: Graph representation of the sentence De vil være mange
og kan skifte på å dra ‘They will be many and can alternate in pulling’:
LFGdep on the top and enhanced UD on the bottom.
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Figure 6.22: The candidate enhanced UD graph after applying rule
(6.21) to the sentence De vil være mange og kan skifte på å dra ‘They
will be many and can alternate in pulling’

designated label cop, as opposed to LFG’s more general label PREDLINK.
To solve this problem, we need to expand our rules even further. To the
existing rules (6.21) and (6.22) we add:

(6.24) ∧¬(Y L PREDLINK−−−−−−−−→ UL)

which applies to all nodes that have no outgoing PREDLINK edges.
This way we avoid creating the unnecessary edge, but we still have to
make sure that a nsubj edge is created from the node that PREDLINK
points to instead. For this reason, a second set of rules is created:

(6.25) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B F−→ Y B) ∧ ¬(QB G−→ ZB) ∧
¬(TB flatname−−−−−−→ ZB) ∧ Y L PREDLINK−−−−−−−−→ UL ⇒ UE

nsubj−−−→ ZE

(6.26) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B F−→ Y B) ∧ ¬(QB G−→ ZB) ∧
TB

flatname−−−−−−→ ZB ∧ Y L PREDLINK−−−−−−−−→ UL ⇒ UE
nsubj−−−→ TE
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Figure 6.23: The candidate enhanced UD graph after applying rule
(6.25) to the sentence Våre kontakter i landet har betegnet det hele som
uoversiktlig ‘Our contacts in the country have denoted the whole thing
as chaotic’. The candidate enhanced edge is highlighted in blue.

In this particular example, the nsubj edge of the predicative pred-
icate is already in the basic UD graph, but it may not always be the
case.

So far, we did not have to take object control specifically into con-
sideration, because the LFGdep’s SUBJ edges already point to the cor-
rect unexpressed subject. The situation is a bit more challenging when
there is a PREDLINK involved at the same time. An example of this is
the analysis of the sentence:

(6.27) -
-

Våre
our

kontakter
contacts

i
in

landet
country-DEF

har
have

betegnet
denoted

det
the

hele
whole
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som
as

uoversiktlig.
chaotic.

‘Our contacts in the country have denoted the whole thing as
chaotic.’

whose candidate enhanced UD graph is shown in figure 6.23. One
can see that the candidate enhanced edge points from uoversiktlig
‘chaotic’ to kontakter ‘contacts’. However, the actual subject of uoversik-
tlig ‘chaotic’ in UD should be hele ‘whole’. In order to solve this problem,
we had to take a step back and look at the original LFG graph, which is
pictured in figure 6.24. The PREDLINK edge points to node som uover-
siktlig ‘as chaotic’, which further points to node 28 with the label GEND.
Two other nodes also have a GEND edge going towards node 28: det ‘the’
and hele ‘whole’. Similarly as with NTYPE, which we described in section
4.2.3, we add direct GEND edges from som uoversiktlig ‘as chaotic’ to det
‘the’ and hele ‘whole’ before removing non-lexical nodes and convert to
LFGdep. This way we preserve this connection between the nodes, as
shown in figure 6.25 presenting the LFGdep graph for sentence (6.27),
and can introduce another addition to our rules (6.25) and (6.26) con-
taining the PREDLINK edge:

(6.28) ∧¬(UL GEND−−−−→ RL)

which makes sure that our earlier approach only applies in case a
GEND edge is not present, while in case of PREDLINK with GEND edges
one needs two new rules:

(6.29) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B F−→ Y B) ∧ ¬(QB G−→ ZB) ∧
¬(TB flatname−−−−−−→ RB) ∧ Y L PREDLINK−−−−−−−−→ UL ∧ UL GEND−−−−→ RL ⇒
UE

nsubj−−−→ RE

(6.30) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B F−→ Y B) ∧ ¬(QB G−→ ZB) ∧
TB

flatname−−−−−−→ RB ∧ Y L PREDLINK−−−−−−−−→ UL ∧ UL GEND−−−−→ RL ⇒
UE

nsubj−−−→ TE

The difference between them is the presence or absence of the
flatname edge in basic UD pointing towards node R. In addition to
rules (6.29) and (6.30) above, we defined the following rules:

(6.31) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B F−→ Y B) ∧ ¬(QB G−→ ZB) ∧
TB

flatname−−−−−−→ ZB ∧ ¬(Y L PREDLINK−−−−−−−−→ UL)⇒ Y E nsubj−−−→ TE
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(6.32) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B F−→ Y B) ∧ ¬(QB G−→ ZB) ∧
¬(TB flatname−−−−−−→ ZB) ∧ ¬(Y L PREDLINK−−−−−−−−→ UL)⇒ Y E nsubj−−−→ ZE

(6.33) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B F−→ Y B) ∧ ¬(QB G−→ ZB) ∧
TB

flatname−−−−−−→ ZB ∧ Y L PREDLINK−−−−−−−−→ UL ∧ ¬(UL GEND−−−−→ RL)⇒
UE

nsubj−−−→ TE

(6.34) XL XCOMP−−−−−−→ Y L SUBJ−−−−→ ZL ∧ ¬(V B F−→ Y B) ∧ ¬(QB G−→ ZB) ∧
¬(TB flatname−−−−−−→ ZB) ∧ Y L PREDLINK−−−−−−−−→ UL ∧ ¬(UL GEND−−−−→ RL)⇒
UE

nsubj−−−→ ZE

which gives us six rules in total. Rules (6.31) and (6.32) assume no
PREDLINK edge (with or without a flatname edge pointing to node Z,
accordingly), while rules (6.33) and (6.34) assume a combination of both
a PREDLINK and a GEND edge (with the flatname edge either present
or absent, respectively).

In conclusion, our rule set for control relations had to deal with the
following high-level challenges: (a) ambiguity about the head of the
candidate new nsubj edge, due to co-headship in LFG; (b) ambiguity
about the dependent of that edge, also because of co-headship; (c) mis-
matches in the extend of syntactic control between the two frameworks,
regarding auxiliaries and copular constructions; (d) different assump-
tions about the internal structure of complex proper names; and (e)
the specifics of the LFG analysis of predicative constructions (using the
PREDLINK relation) and the substructure sharing of GEND values. Now
that we have defined and refined our rules for LFGdep-based enhance-
ment, we will do the same for basic UD.

Basic UD’s xcomp Enhancing the graph with just the basic UD anal-
ysis produces a much simpler set of rules, because one only needs to
contrast two graphs, not three, as is the case in the previous paragraph.
It remains to be seen whether simply enhancing basic UD’s control re-
lations produces as many edges as when taking LFGdep’s XCOMP as a
starting point.

To begin with, we introduce the rule:

(6.35) XB nsubj←−−− Y B xcomp−−−−→ ZB ⇒ XE nsubj←−−− ZE
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which is very similar to rule (6.13), only it checks for corresponding
relations in the basic UD graph instead of the LFGdep graph. We will
now test rule (6.35) on the same examples that we used when reviewing
rules based on LFGdep’s XCOMP. The first sentence that we will test
is I alle tilfelle hadde hun lovet å skrive ‘At least she had promised to
write’. As one can see in figure 6.12, the blue nsubj edge from skrive
‘write’ to hun ‘she’ is what makes the difference between the basic and
enhanced UD graph. If we now apply rule (6.35) to the basic graph (only
the black edges), we get an extra nsubj edge from skrive ‘write’ to hun
‘she’, because lovet ‘promised’ has an nsubj edge pointing to hun ‘she’
and an xcomp edge pointing to skrive ‘write’. This is exactly the edge
we needed to arrive at the enhanced UD representation.

Unfortunately, rule (6.35) is not sufficient for the remaining example
sentences that we reviewed when discussing control relations in section
5.1. To understand why, we will now look at the sentence De vil være
mange og kan skifte på å dra ‘They will be many and can alternate in
pulling’. Its UD graph is shown in figure 6.21. If we were to follow rule
(6.35), we would not get any extra nsubj edges, as there is no node that
has both nsubj and xcomp as outgoing edges. Instead, there is a node,
mange ‘many’, that has an outgoing nsubj edge and a conj edge that
leads to another node, skifte ‘alternate’, with an outgoing xcomp edge.
As one can see in the UD graph 6.12, in order to create an enhanced
UD representation, one needs two additional nsubj edges: from skifte
‘alternate’ to De ‘They’ and from dra ‘pull’ to De ‘They’. To achieve that,
we would have to take coordination into account by introducing rules
like:

(6.36)
XB nsubj←−−− Y B conj−−−→ ZB

xcomp−−−−→ V B ⇒ XE nsubj←−−− ZE ∧XE nsubj←−−− V E

With such a rule we could make sure that the two nsubj edges (one
from skifte ‘alternate’ and one from dra ‘pull’) were created. But since
we are only interested in control relations for now, we will not use rule
(6.36) in this project.

To include cases of object control as well, we need to expilicitly add
a new rule that is a simple modification of the rule (6.35):

(6.37) XB obj←−− Y B xcomp−−−−→ ZB ⇒ XE nsubj←−−− ZE

Additionally, rule (6.35) has to be extended with:

(6.38) ∧¬(QB obj←−− Y B)
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to prevent the nsubj relation from being created for both the object
and the subject.

After defining rules for enhancing control relations using either just
UD graphs or both UD graphs and the LFGdep graph, we can now pro-
ceed to apply those rules to a set of manually disambiguated sentences
that are present in both NorGramBank and Norwegian UD and com-
pare the results. We do so in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

Evaluation

The final part of this thesis consists of a quantitative and qualitative
evaluation of the conversion system developed in this work. We will
compare the use of LFGdep and basic UD as a basis for enhancement.
To do that, we have selected 416 sentences that offer a gold standard
analysis as a result of a manual disambiguation process and, most im-
portantly, are present in both NorGramBank and Norwegian UD. That
way we can extract the two graphs that we need for the enhancement
process: LFGdep and basic UD. As mentioned before, we focus on con-
trol relations as a test case for the general approach described in this
thesis; our goal is to evaluate the methods used to enrich the basic UD
graphs, not to obtain a complete enhanced UD representation.

Quantitative measures can give us an overview of how well the pro-
cedures work and how they differ. Therefore, we would like to find out
how many extra nsubj edges we acquired for each method in total by
conditioning the procedure on either LFGdep or basic UD, how many of
these were correct and how much overlap there was between the results.
This is described in section 7.1.

We then proceed to manually examine the new edges and decide
whether they provide us with a more linguistically motivated interpre-
tation of control relations, as intended. Furthermore, we would like to
note any differences between the produced graphs, which as a side-effect
also offers feedback on the consistency of the two original treebanks, as
well as challenges that occurred during the enhancement process. We
discuss these matters in section 7.2.
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Correct edges Incorrect edges Uncertain edges Edges in total
Count Pct Count Pct Count Pct Count

LFGdep 49 82% 10 17% 1 2% 60
Basic UD 25 69% 7 19% 4 11% 36

Figure 7.1: Comparison of the enhancement results for control relations
by conditioning on LFGdep or basic UD.

7.1 Quantitative approach

It came as no surprise that the number of new nsubj edges was higher
when using LFGdep as a starting point, than when using basic UD,
as LFG already provides explicit control relations in its analysis; our
task was then mainly to identify pertinent relations and convert them
to a UD-compatible format. When enhancing the graphs using only the
basic UD, on the other hand, we were limited to edges with an xcomp
label, which proved insufficient, as we will show in the following section.
As a result, a number of control relations was ignored, because they
were not explicitly labeled with xcomp in basic UD.

The results of the enhancement process for both methods are sum-
marized in figure 7.1. In total, our program assigned 96 enhanced edges
to 69 sentences, out of which 60 were produced by the LFGdep-based
method and 36 by the basic-UD-based method. Out of the 60 LFGdep-
based edges, 49 were deemed correct in our manual evaluation, while
only 25 were deemed correct out of the 36 edges added by the basic-UD-
based approach. Note that the 5 edges with uncertain analysis (where
judgment of correctness is not clear-cut) were not counted as correct.
Not only does the LFGdep-based method provide us with a higher num-
ber of new enhanced edges, but it also has a higher percentage of correct
edges (82% vs 69%). However, based on the fact that the total number of
sentences and produced edges is rather small, we will not draw definite
conclusions as to which framework is better according to table 7.1. It
is not our goal either; we are mostly interested in how the frameworks
differ in their approach to chosen linguistic phenomena and how we can
take advantage of that.

Figure 7.2 shows a table comparing the number of common and
unique edges produced by each method in order to assess the overlap. As
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Common edges Unique edges Edges in total
Count Pct Count Pct Count

LFGdep 14 23% 46 77% 60
Basic UD 14 39% 22 61% 36

Figure 7.2: Comparison of the enhancement results for control relations
by conditioning on LFGdep or basic UD.

one can see, as many as 77% of the LFGdep-based control relations were
not detected by the basic-UD-based approach, while the percentage of
edges produced exclusively by basic UD is 61%. There were exactly 14
identical nsubj edges generated by both procedures, which makes up
23% of the total number of LFGdep-based edges and 39% of the basic-
UD-based ones. We can, therefore, conclude that there is little overlap
between the two methods, which indicates that our LFGdep-based ap-
proach is a unique source of relations, which cannot be obtained from
basic UD.

7.2 Qualitative approach

We will now go on to provide a different perspective on the results,
namely a qualitative approach, where we look at the generated edges
in more detail and try to establish the cause of the discrepancy in the
results between the LFGdep-based and basic-UD-based approach.

When comparing the results of enhancing the basic UD graphs with
the two different methods side-by-side, we noticed that only a small
subset of the new edges was generated by both methods. We wanted to
determine the cause of the fairly low overlap and, therefore, manually
inspected the set of graphs that differed in their analyses and we were
able to recognize some broad patterns. We will present our findings and
compare the two methods in the corresponding sections.

7.2.1 Differences in results

As we have already mentioned, we found a rather large subset of graph
pairs that did not provide the same analysis under the two approaches.
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We decided to group them according to the type of problem they repre-
sent.

Annotation errors Even though the part of NorGramBank that we
use has been manually disambiguated and the Norwegian UD treebank
is based on the NDT, which offers gold standard analysis, we found a
couple of annotation errors, both in NorGramBank and in Norwegian
UD. After manually inspecting all of the candidate enhanced edges, we
came to the conclusion that many of the annotation errors in Norwe-
gian UD have probably been introduced during the automatic conver-
sion from the NDT. We will begin with examples of errors in Norwegian
UD and then proceed to errors found in NorGramBank.

The most common error in Norwegian UD seems to be assigning the
label advcl to control relations starting with a preposition. An example
of that is the analysis of the sentence shown in figures 7.3 and 7.4:

(7.1) Men
but

Hagens
Hagen’s

strategi
strategy

går
goes

ut
out

på
to

å
to

knytte
tie

regjeringen
government-DEF

stadig
even

tettere
tighter

til
to

Fr.p.
Fr.p.

‘But Hagen’s strategy involves tying the government even tighter
to Fr.p.’

As one can see in figure 7.4, in the top graph showing the basic UD
analysis there is no xcomp edge from går ‘goes’ to knytte ‘tie’, but an
advcl edge instead. Interestingly, this only seems to happen when one
or more prepositions (here ut ‘out’ and på ‘to’) precede the word å ‘to’,
which introduces the infinitive form of the verb (here knytte ‘tie’). Other
examples of this phenomenon are regne med å bli fattige ‘expect to be
poor’ found in sentence:

(7.2) Uten
without

utdannelse
education

må
must

de
they

regne
count

med
with

å
to

bli
become

fattige
poor

resten
rest-DEF

av
of

livet.
life-DEF.

‘Without education, they must expect to be poor for the rest of
their lives.’

where å ‘to’ is preceded by the preposition med ‘with’, or oppfordret
(...) barn til å ta ‘encouraged children to take’ present in sentence:
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Figure 7.4: The graphs representing the sentence Men Hagens strategi
går ut på å knytte regjeringen stadig tettere til Fr.p. ‘But Hagen’s strat-
egy involves tying the government even tighter to Fr.p.’: basic UD on the
top and LFGdep-based candidate enhanced UD graph on the bottom.
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(7.3) For
for

noen
some

måneder
months

siden
since

oppfordret
encouraged

en
a

Mikke
Mickey

Mus-liknende
Mouse-like

dukke
doll

palestinske
Palestinian

barn
children

til
to

å
to

ta
take

til
to

våpen
weapon

mot
against

Israel
Israel

og
and

USA.
USA.

‘A few months ago, a Mickey Mouse-like doll encouraged
Palestinian children to take up arms against Israel and the
United States.’

where til ‘to’ precedes å ‘to’. This pattern is probably a side effect of
the automatic conversion procedure from the NDT to Norwegian UD.

The bottom graph in figure 7.4, on the other hand, presents the cor-
rect enhanced representation of sentence 7.1 and was generated by our
enhancement process by conditioning on the LFGdep graph (shown in
figure 7.3). The nsubj edge from knytte ‘tie’ to strategi ‘strategy’ is cre-
ated in the candidate enhanced UD graph, because in the LFGdep graph
knytte ‘tie’ shares the subject with går ‘goes’ (strategi ‘strategy’) through
a combination of the XCOMP and SUBJ relations.

The previous example was an instance of a systematic error. The
remaining examples in this category are all isolated cases of annota-
tion errors. One of them, concerning Norwegian UD, is assigning a
control relation to the expletive subject det ‘it’. While expletive sub-
jects have their own label expl in UD and are not a part of our en-
hancement process, since we only consider subject labels such as nsubj
and nsubjpass, we nevertheless discovered a sentence, which had a
wrongly assigned nsubj label to an expletive det ‘it’ in Norwegian UD:

(7.4) Tid
time

til
for

underholdning
entertainment

ble
became

det
it-EXPL

naturligvis
naturally

‘Naturally, there was time for entertainment’

The result of applying our enhancement rules based solely on basic
UD is shown in figure 7.5 on the bottom right, while the original basic
UD graph is on the bottom left. One can see that in the original ba-
sic UD graph the edge pointing from ble ‘became’ to expletive det ‘it’ is
labeled with nsubj instead of expl. This nsubj edge in combination
with the xcomp edge pointing from ble ‘became’ to tid ‘time’ results in
treating this construction as a control relation and, as a consequence,
creating a new nsubj edge from tid ‘time’ to expletive det ‘it’.
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Figure 7.5: The graphs representing the sentence fragment Tid til un-
derholdning ble det naturligvis ‘Naturally, there was time for entertain-
ment’: LFGdep on the top, basic UD on the bottom left and the candi-
date enhanced UD based on the basic UD graph on the bottom right.
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In contrast, the enhancement process based on LFGdep did not pro-
duce any additional edges for this example. The reason for that is, first
and foremost, the lack of any XCOMP relations; regardless of what kind
of subject det ‘it’ is, LFG does not interpret this sentence as one having
a control relation.

Sometimes annotation can change the meaning of the sentence al-
together. The sentence below is an isolated example of a difference in
semantics:

(7.5) Hamas-TV
Hamas-TV

oppfordrer
encourages

igjen
again

barn
children

til
to

å
to

drepe.
kill.

‘Hamas-TV again encourages children to kill’

The interpretation presented in (7.5) is the most probable one. How-
ever, syntactically this sentence can also be understood as ‘Children
again encourage Hamas-TV to kill’, which is much less plausible. As one
can see in figure 7.7, the basic UD graph (top) presents the most prob-
able reading of this sentence, where Hamas-TV is the subject of oppfor-
drer ‘encourage’ and barn ‘children’ its object, while the LFGdep graph
(figure 7.6) presents the alternative interpretation with barn ‘children’
being the subject of oppfordrer ‘encourage’ and Hamas-TV the object.
Since the LFGdep-based procedure takes the basic UD graph as a start-
ing point and adds any enhanced edges based on relations found in
LFGdep, the resulting candidate enhanced UD graph shows a mixture
of the two interpretations: Hamas-TV is now the subject of both oppfor-
drer ‘encourage’ and drepe ‘kill’ and the object is left out of the control
relation. This is not a correct enhanced UD representation, but neither
is the graph produced by the basic-UD-based method: it fails to gener-
ate any enhanced edges, because of the advcl label between oppfordrer
‘encourage’ and drepe ‘kill’, instead of an xcomp, which results simply
in an identical copy of the basic UD graph. There is unfortunately not
much we can do about the treebanks having different semantic inter-
pretation of the same sentence.

As shown in the example above, NorGramBank is not free of anno-
tation errors either. Another example of an error is the analysis of the
following sentence fragment:

(7.6) jeg
I

gratulerer
congratulate

kongen
king-DEF

og
and

dronningen
queen-DEF

som
that

igjen
again

er
are

blitt
become

besteforeldre
grandparents
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Figure 7.7: The graphs representing the sentence Hamas-TV oppfordrer
igjen barn til å drepe ‘Hamas-TV again encourages children to kill’: ba-
sic UD on the top and the candidate enhanced UD based on the LFGdep
graph on the bottom.
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Figure 7.8: The graphs representing the sentence fragment jeg grat-
ulerer kongen og dronningen som igjen er blitt besteforeldre ‘I congrat-
ulate the King and the Queen who again have become grandparents’:
LFGdep on the top, basic UD on the bottom.
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Figure 7.9: The graphs representing the sentence fragment jeg grat-
ulerer kongen og dronningen som igjen er blitt besteforeldre ‘I congratu-
late the King and the Queen who again have become grandparents’: the
candidate enhanced UD graph based on LFGdep on the top and based
on basic UD on the bottom.
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‘I congratulate the King and the Queen who again have become
grandparents’

It is clear in (7.6) that both the King and the Queen have become
grandparents, especially since besteforeldre ‘grandparents’ is a plural
noun and, thus, requires a plural subject. However, the LFGdep anal-
ysis shown in figure 7.8 assigns dronningen ‘the Queen’ as the subject
of blitt ‘become’, instead of assigning this role to og ‘and’, which further
points to both dronningen ‘the Queen’ and kongen ‘the King’ through c
edges indicating elements of a set. According to NorGramBank’s analy-
sis, only the Queen has become a grandparent, which is not the intended
meaning of the sentence. The result is shown in the top graph in figure
7.9 and contrasted with the bottom graph representing the result of the
basic-UD-based approach. Since we did not take coordination into ac-
count when creating our rewrite rules for either of our approaches, sen-
tences containing a conjoined noun phrase will not produce the desired
enhanced nsubj edges.

Another example of an annotation error in NorGramBank is the
analysis of the following sentence:

(7.7) Jeg
I

prøvde jo
did try

å
to

fullføre,
complete,

men
but

skulle
should

kanskje
maybe

ikke
not

gjort
done

det.
it.
‘I did try to complete, but maybe should not have done it.’

The LFGdep graph corresponding to sentence (7.7) is shown in fig-
ure 7.10 on the top, together with the UD basic graph on the bottom,
while the result of applying our enhancement rules is shown in figure
7.11, with LFGdep-based candidate enhanced UD graph on the top and
basic-UD-based on the bottom. The basic UD graph clearly shows that
Jeg prøvde jo å fullføre ‘I did try to complete’ is a control construction,
but the LFGdep graph, however, wrongly treats jo as an object of prøvde
‘tried’ and both å ‘to’ and fullføre ‘complete’ as adjuncts. This results in
the LFGdep-based candidate enhanced UD graph in figure 7.11 lacking
the nsubj edge from fullføre ‘complete’ to Jeg ‘I’ that it should have.
The basic UD graph, on the other hand, provides our enhancement pro-
cedure with an nsubj edge from prøvde ‘tried’ to Jeg ‘I’ and an xcomp
edge from prøvde ‘tried’ to fullføre´, which yields the desired nsubj edge,
as shown in figure 7.11 on the bottom.
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Figure 7.10: The graphs representing the sentence Jeg prøvde jo å
fullføre, men skulle kanskje ikke gjort det ‘I did try to complete, but
maybe should not have done it’: the LFGdep graph on the top and basic
UD on the bottom.
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Figure 7.11: The graphs representing the sentence Jeg prøvde jo å
fullføre, men skulle kanskje ikke gjort det ‘I did try to complete, but
maybe should not have done it’: the candidate enhanced UD graph
based on LFGdep on the top and based only on basic UD on the bot-
tom.
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Insufficient enhancement rules For the basic-UD-based enhance-
ment procedure we chose simple rules that required the presence of an
xcomp relation indicating a control construction and either a subject
or an object. This worked well for many sentences, but proved insuf-
ficient for others. A rather frequent issue invloved a combination of
a control relation and coordination, as previously seen in figures 7.10
and 7.11 representing the sentence (7.7) Jeg prøvde jo å fullføre, men
skulle kanskje ikke gjort det ‘I did try to complete, but maybe should not
have done it’; one can see that the LFGdep-based method yields a new
nsubj edge from gjort ‘done’ to Jeg ‘I’, when the basic-UD-based method
failed to do so. This is because we did not account for coordination in
the enhancement rules based on basic UD and only directed our atten-
tion specifically at control constructions. Since there is no xcomp edge
pointing at gjort ‘done’, our rules do not consider it a part of a control
relation. With that being said, we did not specifically handle coordina-
tion in the LFGdep-based method either, but it nevertheless succeeded
in generating the nsubj edge from gjort ‘done’ to Jeg ‘I’, because Jeg ‘I’
is explicitly represented as the shared argument of the two verb phrases
in LFG.

A similar issue applies to relative clauses. An example of this is
the UD analysis of the previously seen sentence fragment (7.6): jeg
gratulerer kongen og dronningen som igjen er blitt besteforeldre ‘I con-
gratulate the King and the Queen who again have become grandpar-
ents’; according to basic UD guidelines the relative pronoun (here som
‘who’) becomes the subject or object of the main predicate of the rela-
tive clause. In enhanced UD, on the other hand, the subject or object
relation should go directly from the main predicate to the antecedent,
as described in section 2.1.2. As a result, the new nsubj edge points
from blitt ‘become’ to som ‘who’, instead of from blitt ‘become’ to kongen
‘the King’ and dronningen ‘the Queen’, since we did not define any rules
that modify the edges of relative clause before adding new enhanced
edges. The basic-UD-based method would then consequently produce
an nsubj edge pointing to the relative pronoun instead of the actual
subject, unless we handle relative clauses before control relations. The
LFGdep-based method, on the other hand, does not require any specific
rules to handle relative clauses as it already has an explicit SUBJ edge
pointing from the predicate to the subject.

In UD, much more so than in LFG, these phenomena are tightly in-
terconnected and we will unfortunately not be able to deal with complex
constructions like in sentence (7.6) or (7.7) in our basic-UD-based ap-
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proach. A consequence of that are some graphs with wrongly attached
or simply missing enhanced edges created by our basic-UD-based pro-
cedure.

As opposed to the previous examples, we also found a couple of cases,
where the fault originally lies in the conversion procedure from LFG to
LFGdep, which resulted in a graph that was missing some information
that we could have taken into account in our LFGdep-based enhance-
ment method. One of these examples is the sentence:

(7.8) Hvorfor
why

skulle
should

det
it-EXPL

bli
become

annerledes
different

nå?
now?

‘Why would it be different now?’

This sentence, similarly to sentence (7.4), contains an expletive sub-
ject det ‘it’. This time, however, it is the LFGdep-based procedure that
produces the unwanted nsubj edge pointing to the expletive det ‘it’,
while the basic-UD-based procedure produces no extra edges. This is
shown in figure 7.12; in the graph on the top, LFGdep, annerledes ‘dif-
ferent’ is connected to det ‘it’ through a combination of SUBJ, XCOMP and
PREDLINK edges, as described by the rules we defined in the previous
chapter. This results in the candidate enhanced UD graph on the bot-
tom. The basic UD graph (in the middle), however, remains the same,
as the subject has an incoming expl edge, not an nsubj edge. Fortu-
nately, LFG has a way of distinguishing the expletive subject from the
regular subject; this information is available in the LFG f-structure as
a PRON-TYPE feature, whose value is expl_ in case of expletive pro-
noun, refl in case of reflexive pronoun and pers in case of personal
pronoun. Knowing that, we could introduce a new label, like for ex-
ample SUBJ:EXPL, for expletive pronouns instead of the general SUBJ
when creating the initial LFGdep graphs from the Prolog files. After-
wards we could discriminate against the new labels when considering
control relations in the enhancement procedure in order to avoid exple-
tive pronouns as part of control constructions.

Last but not least, we discover that LFG treats object control as sub-
ject control if the object happens to be the reflexive pronoun seg. Since
there are no specific guidelines for that in UD, our basic-UD-based en-
hancement procedure produces an nsubj edge pointing to the object,
while the LFGdep-based procedure takes advantage of the fact that
LFG already provides us with a SUBJ edge pointing to the correct sub-
ject. We will now take a look at the graphs in figures 7.13 and 7.14, rep-
resenting the sentence below, which is an example of that phenomenon:
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Figure 7.12: The graphs representing the sentence Hvorfor skulle det
bli annerledes nå? ‘Why would it be different now?’: LFGdep on the top,
basic UD in the middle and the candidate enhanced UD based on the
LFGdep graph on the bottom.
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Figure 7.14: The graphs representing the sentence Da bestemte han seg
for å bryte ‘Then he decided to break’: basic UD on the left and the
candidate enhanced UD based on the LFGdep graph on the right.

(7.9) Da
Then

bestemte
decided

han
he

seg
REFL

for
for

å
to

bryte.
break.

‘Then he decided to break.’

As one can see in the LFGdep graph in figure 7.13, bryte ‘break’ has
han ‘he’ as its subject, not the reflexive pronoun seg. For this reason, we
do not have to take any extra action when enhancing basic UD graphs
containing reflexive pronouns with the LFGdep analysis. The result
of the LFGdep-based enhancement procedure is shown in figure 7.14
on the right, with the new nsubj edge pointing from bryte ‘break’ to
han ‘he’. However, following the rules of the basic-UD-based procedure
we would obtain a new nsubj edge from bryte ‘break’ to the reflexive
seg, if not for the wrongly assigned advcl label in place of an xcomp
in the basic UD graph. While this interpretation is not entirely wrong,
since the reflexive seg is indeed refering to han ‘he’, we decided it would
be more plausible to follow LFG’s interpretation. To do so, one could,
beforehand, check if a token had the morphological feature Reflex=Yes
when extracting the information needed for creating the UD graph from
the .conllu file and redirect the new nsubj edge so that it points to the
subject instead.
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Uncertain judgments Sometimes the difference between LFGdep-
based and basic-UD-based graphs originates from a dissimilar intepre-
tation of some phenomena by LFG and UD. The divergence reveals how
LFG and UD differ conceptually and where LFG can potentially con-
tribute with a linguistically deeper analysis.

As mentioned in section 7.1, we found exactly 5 edges, whose anal-
yses were not straightforwardly correct or incorrect (1 produced by the
LFGdep-based method and 4 by the basic-UD-based method). We will
first discuss the edge generated by the LFGdep-based method, then go
on to the remaining edges generated by the basic-UD-based method.

Our first example is the single case of pseudocoordination, previ-
ously mentioned in section 5.2.2. LFG usually treats pseudocoordina-
tions as control relations, while UD seems to treat them as regular co-
ordinations. Figure 7.15 shows the LFGdep and basic UD graphs, while
figure 7.16 the candidate LFGdep-based enhanced UD graph for sen-
tence:

(7.10) På
in

galleriet
gallery-DET

over
above

ham
him

til
to

venstre
left

satt
sat

fjernsynskommentatorer
television commentators

og
and

viderebragte
conveyed

talen
speech-DET

ut
out

i
in

verden.
world.
‘In the gallery over him to the left television commentators sat
conveying the speech out to the world’

which contains the phrase satt og viderebragte that can be trans-
lated as ‘sat conveying’ or ‘sat and conveyed’, depending on whether we
consider it a progressive pseudocoordination or a regular coordination
respectively. We can deduce from the LFGdep graph (on the top in fig-
ure 7.15) that NorGramBank assumes this phrase to be a pseudocoor-
dination, because there is an XCOMP relation from both satt ‘sat’ and og
‘and’ to viderebragte ‘conveyed’; as we observed in section 5.2.2, in Nor-
GramBank the first conjunct shares its node with the conjunction (here
og ‘and’) if the phrase is a pseudocoordination, in which case the rela-
tion between the verbs in a pseudocoordination is treated as a control
relation. The result of this is shown in figure 7.16, where fjernsynskom-
mentatorer ‘television commentators’ is the subject of both satt ‘sat’ and
viderebragte ‘conveyed’. Norwegian UD, on the other hand, simply as-
signs the label conj to the relation between satt ‘sat’ and viderebragte
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Figure 7.15: The graphs representing the sentence På galleriet over
ham til venstre satt fjernsynskommentatorer og viderebragte talen ut i
verden ‘In the gallery over him to the left television commentators sat
conveying the speech out to the world’: LFGdep on the top, basic UD on
the bottom.
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Figure 7.16: The candidate LFGdep-based enhanced UD graph for the
sentence På galleriet over ham til venstre satt fjernsynskommentatorer
og viderebragte talen ut i verden ‘In the gallery over him to the left tele-
vision commentators sat conveying the speech out to the world’.

‘conveyed’ (see the bottom graph in figure 7.15), as one would in case
of a regular coordination, which results in no enhanced edges. It is un-
clear whether Norwegian UD simply does not consider this phrase to be
a pseudocoordination or if the general framework does not draw a dis-
tinction between regular coordinations and pseudocoordinations. The
possible action we could take to solve this disagreement between Nor-
GramBank and Norwegian UD depends on whether or not Norwegian
UD’s interpretation is intentional.

The remaining few edges with uncertain analyses all have the same
root cause: the different treatment of secondary predicates in NorGram-
Bank and the NDT vs UD. While both NDT and NorGramBank offer ex-
plicit analysis of predicatives, UD makes a distinction between obliga-
tory secondary predicates, which are treated as control (xcomp), and op-
tional secondary predicates, treated as modifiers. Since Norwegian UD
inherits the analyses of predicatives from NDT, it is unclear whether
the predicatives in question would actually be considered obligatory by
the general UD guidelines and, as a consequence, labeled with xcomp.

Figure 7.17 shows the graphs for the sentence fragment:
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Figure 7.17: The graphs representing the sentence fragment den is-
landske presidenten overtok dronning Margrethe som sin borddame ‘the
Icelandic President took over Queen Margrethe as his dinner partner’:
LFGdep on the top and candidate enhanced UD graph based on basic
UD on the bottom.
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Figure 7.18: The graphs representing the sentence fragment Dukken
kaller Bush for uren ‘The doll calls Bush unclean’: LFGdep on the left
and candidate enhanced UD graph based on basic UD on the right.

(7.11) den
the

islandske
Icelandic

presidenten
President-DET

overtok
took over

dronning
Queen

Margrethe
Margrethe

som
as

sin
his

borddame
dinner partner

‘the Icelandic President took over Queen Margrethe as his dinner
partner’

The candidate enhanced UD graph on the bottom (based on basic
UD) clearly shows a control relation between overtok ‘took over’ and
borddame ‘dinner partner’ and, following the rules defined for object
control, assigns Margrethe as the subject of borddame. NorGramBank,
on the other hand, analyzes the phrase som sin borddame ‘as his din-
ner partner’ as an adjunct, not a predicative, as one can see in the top
graph in figure 7.17. One could argue both for and against borddame
‘dinner partner’ being a predicative and there is no easy way to deter-
mine whose analysis is correct: NorGramBank’s or Norwegian UD’s.

We noticed that in some cases NorGramBank did agree with Nor-
wegian UD by analyzing the elements in question as predicatives. It
did not, however, have an XCOMP in these cases, so the NorGram-
Bank PREDLINK relations went unnoticed by the rules defined for the
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LFGdep-based method. An example of that is shown in figure 7.18 con-
taining the LFGdep- and basic-UD-based graphs for the sentence frag-
ment:

(7.12) Dukken
doll-DET

kaller
calls

Bush
Bush

for
for

uren
unclean

‘The doll calls Bush unclean’

As one can see, the candidate enhanced UD graph (based on basic
UD) analyzes the relation between kaller ‘calls’ and uren ‘unclean’ as
an xcomp and, therefore, makes Bush the subject of uren ‘unclean’. The
LFGdep graph, however, does not have an XCOMP, which our current
rule set requires to assume a control relation. On the other hand, there
is a PREDLINK edge from kaller ‘calls’ to uren ‘unclean’ instead. In such
cases we could potentially refine our rules for the LFGdep-based method
and generate the nsubj edge anyway, based on the fact that there is an
xcomp relation in basic UD and a PREDLINK in LFGdep. This is an
interesting case where a rule would need to condition on information
from both input graphs, which will be technically straightforward in
our graph rewriting framework. We leave exploration of such ‘hybrid’
rules as future work.

7.3 Comparison of the enhancement sources

Overall, the LFGdep-based method seems to be well-suited for the task
of enhancing the basic UD graphs as intended. Even though the method
for the most part produced correct edges, there were some errors as well.
Some of these errors, like the need to detect expletive pronouns early in
the process, can be resolved by expanding the conversion process de-
scribed in chapter 4, while others, like single annotation errors, must
not be held against the conversion procedure (which obviously shall not
seek to correct underlying annotation errors). All in all, the procedure
can be further improved to produce more accurate results.

The basic-UD-based method turned out not as efficient as the
LFGdep-based method. However, it could potentially yield better re-
sults if we considered the other enhanced phenomena as well, as several
of the missing edges were due to unhandled coordination (conj) and rel-
ative clause (relcl) relations. Nevertheless, for the task of enhancing
the basic UD graph with control relations alone, it was not as beneficial
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as the LFGdep-method, and there is evidence that phenomena interac-
tions and ordering constraints among rule sets will be a lesser challenge
when converting from LFGdep.

As a side effect, running the two methods in parallel proved to be an
efficient tool for quality checking of the treebank annotations, as one can
easily compare the output of both methods for the same set of sentences.
It also brought to light some interesting annotation differences between
NorGramBank and Norwegian UD, like pseudocoordination.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The main goal of this thesis was to enrich the basic UD representation
for Norwegian with the help of NorGramBank, which offers LFG anal-
ysis. In order to do so, we have created a conversion procedure from
LFG to bilexical dependencies, a framework for graph combination and
rewriting, and a feedback confluence between NorGramBank and Nor-
wegian UD. It is now time to look back at what we have done and to
what degree we managed to achieve that goal.

First of all, we reviewed some key features of Lexical-Functional
Grammar and Universal Dependencies, with special emphasis on rel-
evant (to syntactic dependency structure) differences and similarities.
We reviewed various projects attempting the conversion from LFG to
dependencies, as well as from LFG to UD. Furthermore, we showed
that the LFG f-structure is a good starting point for the conversion, as
it bears similarity to dependency grammar. We have, thus, adopted the
approach that most of the reviewed projects have (Cetinoglu et al., 2010;
Øvrelid et al., 2009; Patejuk & Przepiórkowski, 2018), with Meurer
(2017) as a notable exception that initiates the conversion using the
c-structure instead.

The conversion process started with us adapting a graph repre-
sentation solution, NetworkX, so that we could manage our data as
graphs. We then extracted the LFG analyses from NorGramBank’s
Prolog files and turned them into graphs. Thereafter, we developed a
conversion procedure that converts the LFG format to bilexical depen-
dencies, which we called LFGdep, to better match the UD representa-
tion. We have determined which enhanced phenomena could be found in
Norwegian: control relations, ellipsis, coordination and relative clauses.
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Knowing that, we researched what was required in order to make those
relations more explicit in UD and obtain the enhanced UD representa-
tion with the help of the LFG analyses by comparing the LFGdep and
gold standard enhanced UD graphs that we extratced from NorGram-
Bank and Norwegian UD respectively.

After realizing that LFG and UD had a different approach to the
relation between nodes and tokens, we decided to split LFGdep’s multi-
word nodes into single-word nodes, as is the standard in UD. We then
chose one frequent phenomenon for this pilot project, control relations,
and designed a declarative graph rewriting process, based on a set of
rewrite rules that would turn the LFGdep graphs containing control
structures into their enhanced equivalents. As part of this process, we
developed a principled solution to disambiguation of co-heads based on
basic dependency structure.

During the enhancement process we observed that, due to both our
implementation and the NorGramBank’s manually edited data, some
tokens were unaligned or missing and a couple of sentences had no
match in Norwegian UD as a result of manually corrected language er-
rors in NorGramBank. While the token alignment problem was solved
and the missing tokens skipped, a couple of mismatched sentences were
discarded from the enhancement process altogether.

In the absence of gold standard annotations for enhanced version of
Norwegian UD, we decided to also try to enhance the basic UD graphs
without LFGdep, an approach similar to that of Schuster and Manning
(2016) and Nivre et al. (2018), and contrast the results. We found out
that comparing such parallel results is a great tool for revealing anno-
tation errors in the treebanks and annotation differences between LFG
and UD in general. This method also revealed some remaining potential
for refinement in our conversion and enhancement choices.

In the end, our work helped shed light on how a selection of linguistic
phenomena that involve argument sharing across multiple predicates
(control, ellipsis, relative clauses and coordination) are interpreted by
two different frameworks: LFG and UD. The LFGdep-based method
turned out to be successful, as it resulted in a number of new enhanced
control relations, which one could not get from basic UD alone. It is also
worth noting that our work did not require complex language-specific
heuristics (to disambiguate LFG co-head sets), as is the case in Patejuk
and Przepiórkowski (2018)’s approach. Additionally, by contrasting the
LFGdep-based and basic-UD-based methods, we were able to provide
valuable feedback on annotation quality in NorGramBank and Norwe-
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gian UD. Overall, we developed a method to enhance basic UD with
explicit subject relations for control constructions. We created a frame-
work for formal specification of rewrite rules, including pilot implemen-
tation (as Python procedures). The implementation is available online
together with the side effect of the program: a .conllu file consisting of
a copy of the original Norwegian UD treebank (except for the sentences
that did not have a match in NorGramBank) with the previously empty
ninth column that is now filled with id and label for all of the edges,
including the enhanced ones.

8.1 Future work

There is definitely room for improvement concerning the method itself.
First of all, as mentioned in section 7.2.1, one could label all expletive
pronouns present in the f-structure with SUBJ:EXPL during the conver-
sion from LFG to LFGdep in order to exclude subjects with this label.
This way, we can make sure that no expletive pronouns will become part
of a control relation, as those pronouns are semantically empty and by
definition cannot play the role of the controller. Additionally, it is worth
considering to refine the rewrite rules of the LFGdep-based method by
adding nsubj edges in case of an xcomp present in UD basic and a
PREDLINK in LFGdep in order to accomodate for predicatives treated as
control in UD, as described in section 7.2.

Otherwise, our project can be further extended by creating rewrite
rules for the remaining phenomena: ellipsis, coordination and relative
clauses. In fact, our approach already partly solves the task of enhanc-
ing sentences containing coordination and relative clauses. For con-
joined noun phrases, our LFGdep-based method produces an nsubj
edge pointing to the conjunction, which in LFGdep has a c member-
ship edge pointing to every conjunct; one could, thus, extend the rewrite
rules so that the new edge points to each of the conjuncts instead.
For relative clauses, the LFGdep-based approach produces the desired
nsubj edge from the predicate to the antecedent, but requires further
modifications to the graph, including removing the nsubj edge pointing
to the relative pronoun and adding a ref relation from the antecedent to
the relative pronoun (as described in section 2.1.2). The basic-UD-based
enhancement method should then be extended accordingly, so that the
approaches remain comparable.
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